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Abstract
Hippocampal reverse replay has been speculated to play an important role in biological rein-
forcement learning since its discovery over a decade ago. Whilst a number of computational
models have recently emerged in an attempt to understand the dynamics of hippocampal
replay, there has been little progress in testing and implementing these models in real-world
robotics settings. Presented first in this body of work then is a bio-inspired hippocampal
CA3 network model. It runs in real-time to produce reverse replays of recent spatio-temporal
sequences, represented as place cell activities, in a robotic spatial navigation task. The model
is based on two very recent computational models of hippocampal reverse replay. An analysis
of these models show that, in their original forms, they are each insufficient for effective
performance when applied to a robot. As such, choosing particular elements from each
allows for a computational model that is sufficient for application in a robotic task.
Having a model of reverse replay applied successfully in a robot provides the groundwork
necessary for testing the ways in which reverse replay contributes to reinforcement learning.
The second portion of the work presented here builds on a previous reinforcement learning
neural network model of a basic hippocampal-striatal circuit using a three-factor learning
rule. By integrating reverse replays into this reinforcement learning model, results show that
reverse replay, with its ability to replay the recent trajectory both in the hippocampal circuit
and the striatal circuit, can speed up the learning process. In addition, for situations where
the original reinforcement learning model performs poorly, such as when its time dynamics
do not sufficiently store enough of the robot’s behavioural history for effective learning, the
reverse replay model can compensate for this by replaying the recent history. These results
are inline with experimental findings showing that disruption of awake hippocampal replay
events severely diminishes, but does not entirely eliminate, reinforcement learning.
This work provides possible insights into the important role that reverse replays could
contribute to mnemonic function, and reinforcement learning in particular; insights that could
benefit the robotic, AI, and neuroscience communities. However, there is still much to be
done. How reverse replays are initiated is still an ongoing research problem, for instance.
Furthermore, the model presented here generates place cells heuristically, but there are
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computational models tackling the problem of how hippocampal cells such as place cells,
but also grid cells and head direction cells, emerge. This leads to the pertinent question of
asking how these models, which make assumptions about their network architectures and
dynamics, could integrate with the computational models of hippocampal replay which make
their own assumptions on network architectures and dynamics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Hippocampal replay has received a great deal of interest since its initial discovery over two
decades ago, and there has been much speculation over its role in a number of functions. The
hippocampus, and its surrounding areas in the medial temporal lobe, has long been implicated
to play an important role in mnemonic functions. As such, a great deal of the speculations
pertaining to the functions of hippocampal replay have been associated to memory and
learning. Reverse hippocampal replay in particular has been implicated in reinforcement
learning, prompted by an original hypothesis that reverse replays might couple with phasic
dopamine release in the striatum (Foster and Wilson, 2006). Later findings have provided
further evidence to support this hypothesis, that reverse replay plays an important role in
reinforcement learning, showing for instance that reverse replays are often modulated by
reward, and that there are co-occuring replays in the ventral striatum alongside hippocampal
reverse replays.
Reinforcement learning (RL) has been studied in both the contexts of psychology and
artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning in the context of artificial intelligence is
defined as the ability of an agent to learn action sequences that maximise cumulative rewards
(Sutton and Barto, 2018). Sometimes known as “conditioned reinforcement” in psychology,
it takes on a similar definition here, in that animal behaviours can be reinforced through
the delivery of rewards or punishment (Shahan, 2010). A classic example of biological
reinforcement learning is the Morris Water Maze task in rodents (Morris, Anderson, et al.,
1986). Figure 1.1 gives an example of this task, and it is this RL paradigm that is used for
testing in the robot as part of this thesis (see Chapters 4 and 5). Many of the challenges
in the development of effective and adaptable robotics can be posed as RL problems, and
as such there has been no shortage of attempts to apply RL methods to robotics (Kober,
Bagnell, and Peters, 2013; Sutton and Barto, 2018). However, robotics often expresses
the need to solve some of the most difficult tasks in RL; problems related to factors such
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as continuous states and actions, end-to-end learning, reward signalling, computational
efficiency, limited training examples, non-episodic resetting, and non-convergences due to
continuously changing environments (Kober, Bagnell, and Peters, 2013; Kuutti et al., 2020;
Zhu et al., 2020). But much of RL theory has been inspired by early behavioural studies in
animals (Sutton and Barto, 2018), and for good reason, since biology has found many of
the solutions to the control problems we are searching for in our engineered systems. As
such, with continued developments in biology, and particularly in neuroscience, we would be
wise to continue transferring insights from biology into robotics. Yet equally important is
its inverse, by using our computational and robotic models to inform our understanding of
the biology (Webb, 2001; Mitchinson, Pearson, et al., 2011). Of the neuroscience modelling
approaches, computational models are perhaps the most easily transferable for robotic
integration, whilst the robots themselves offer a valuable real-world testing opportunity to
validate these computational models (Sheynikhovich et al., 2009; Jauffret, Cuperlier, and
Gaussier, 2015; Prescott, Camilleri, et al., 2019). Computational neuroscience models of RL
are therefore a potential opportunity to help solve the RL problems faced in robotics, whilst
also helping us to deepen our understanding of the neurobiology of RL by testing the models
in robots.
1.1 A Brief Introduction to the Hippocampus
Investigations of the hippocampus date back centuries, with the term hippocampus first being
used by Giulio Cesare Aranzi (circa 1564). Hippocampus is a term meaning “sea horse” in
Greek, and one can see the resemblance of this seafaring creature when comparing it to the
shape and structure of the human hippocampus (see Figure 2.1, Chapter 2).
Interest in the functional properties of the hippocampus have received most attention over
the past few decades for its role in episodic memory (Hasselmo, 2011). This was perhaps
sparked by the well known 1957 study of Scoville and Milner (1957), who showed that
patients with lesions of the hippocampal region had significant deficiencies in their ability
to form and/or retrieve new episodic memories.1 Interestingly, similar memory deficiencies
can be found without hippocampal lesioning but by disrupting the normal activity of the
hippocampal region (Girardeau et al., 2009). (For a fuller review of hippocampal function,
see Deshmukh and Knierim, 2012.) But perhaps some of the most exciting experimental
work conducted on the hippocampus has been performed over the most recent decades; one
1The definition of an episodic memory is best described with the pithy statement “What did you do at time
T in place P?” (Hasselmo, 2011). This differs from semantic memory, say, which is defined as the memory we
have for facts and general knowledge, or procedural memory, such as knowing how to tie a shoelace.
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Fig. 1.1 An example of the Morris Water Maze task. This task tests the ability of
a rodent to find a hidden goal location, in this instance a hidden platform. The ro-
dent begins each trial in a random location in the water maze, and provided the ro-
dent learns effectively, its time to reach the goal location reduces over a given number
of trials. Image freely available under the Creative Commons Licence. Image source:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MorrisWaterMaze.svg
of these being the Nobel prize winning discovery of place cells, and another in a phenomenon
termed hippocampal replay.
1.1.1 Place Cells
Hippocampal place cells, originally discovered in the CA1 region of rodents’ hippocampi
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971a) (see Chapter 2 for a review of hippocampal neuroanatomy),
are spatially tuned cells that respond when a rodent is positioned in a specific place in an
environment. It was O’Keefe and Dostrovksy who first showed the existence of place cells
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971a). In their original experiment, they recorded the activity of
units in the hippocampal CA1 region, and showed that one of these units responded most
strongly when a rat was constrained at a specific orientation in its environment. If the rat
was rotated away from this orientation, the activity of that unit reduced, until eventually the
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activity ceased altogether (relative to a baseline rate of activity) when the rat was rotated
beyond approximately 90o of the orientation for maximal activity. They found in total 8 of
these orientation-selective hippocampal units. Later work by O’Keefe (1976) extended this
result using rats that were no longer constrained, but were free to roam a maze. He showed
the existence of 26 place units, or place cells, which were CA1 cells with activities that
responded preferentially when a rat was in a particular position in the maze. The position in
the maze, or any environment, for which a particular place cell preferentially fires is known
as the place cell’s place field.
As such, a collection of place cells, each of which responding to a different location in
an environment, could provide a neural mechanism for the encoding of a cognitive map.
At least, this was the hypothesis that O’Keefe and Nadel later argued in their book The
hippocampus as a cognitive map (O’keefe and Nadel, 1978). There is, however, some
controversy over this hypothesis. For instance, Buzsáki and Tingley (2018) argue that the
hippocampus instead performs more general computations for organising and accessing
the sequential structure of sensory experiences. Under this condition place cells could still
develop, whose emergence would be the result of similar places in an environment producing
similar sensory experiences. However, sensory experiences can be both exteroceptive and
interoceptive, and there is evidence showing that place cell behaviour changes with respect
to the same place if the context within that place changes, supporting the claim of Buzsáki
and Tingley (Pastalkova et al., 2008). Perhaps place cells are better thought of as ‘state’
cells – abstract representations of sensory and contextual information. Yet, what is perhaps
most important is the fact that place cells are, on the whole, rather stable representations of
places/states. And due to this stability it is possible to continue measuring the activity of
place cells after a rodent has explored an environment, and to infer recent sensory experiences
through measurements of those place cells.
1.1.2 Hippocampal Replay
Wilson and McNaughton did just this type of post-exploration place cell monitoring, and
in so doing they made a rather interesting discovery. By measuring the activity of place
cells whilst a rodent was asleep immediately following a period of exploration in a maze,
they discovered that those place cells that were active during awake exploration were more
likely to be co-active during the subsequent post-exploration sleep session (Wilson and B. L.
McNaughton, 1994). Not long after, Skaggs and B. L. McNaughton (1996) extended this
result further, showing that not only were those cells more likely to be co-active during
post-exploration sleep, but they also retained their same temporal sequence as was exhibited
during exploration. They termed this phenomenon replay.
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Wilson did not stop in his quest to measure hippocampal replay, and later discovered
that replays occurred not only during sleep, but also during states of wakefulness as well.
And perhaps even more interestingly, a number of these awake replays were found to be
replays propagating in the reverse direction to that in which the prior experience occurred
(Foster and Wilson, 2006) – what is now termed reverse replay. Reverse replays occur most
commonly when a rodent has reached and is consuming an appetitive reward such as food
or sugary water (Ambrose, Pfeiffer, and Foster, 2016). Hence it is now hypothesised that
hippocampal reverse replay is heavily involved in biological reinforcement learning (Foster,
2017; Ólafsdóttir, Bush, and Barry, 2018).
With this new source of interesting neurophysiological and behavioural data in the
form of hippocampal replay, there has been ongoing research attempting to enhance our
understanding of it, and particularly to ground it in scientific theory through mathematical
and computational modelling.
1.1.3 Computational and Robotic Modelling of Hippocampal Replay
A number of computational models attempting to describe the biophysical mechanisms of
hippocampal replay have emerged, predominantly over the past decade (see Chapter 3 and
Whelan, Vasilaki, and Prescott, 2019 for reviews), and a smaller selection of those have
attempted to prove the potential of their models for solving spatial-memory and goal-oriented
navigation tasks (Haga and Fukai, 2018; Cutsuridis and Hasselmo, 2011). In these studies,
however, the inputs (mostly place cell activities) that are provided to the models do not
represent the noisier and less constrained place cell activity one may find in reality. But more
importantly, many of these models do not close the loop between hippocampal replay, its
impact on actions and behaviours, and then the subsequent result of these altered behaviours
on hippocampal replay (and so on). This leads to the models failing when one attempts to
embody them in a simulated or robotic agent.
However, robotics is now playing a progressively more influential role in aiding our
understanding of biological systems, and is enabling us to test our hypotheses within a more
realistic framework; a framework that allows us to ground theoretical models of cognition
with its effects on action and behaviour in physical systems. In the realm of cognitive
neuroscience for instance, Prescott, Camilleri, et al. (2019) make the point that “a physical
model in the form of a robot can stand as an existence proof ... for the sufficiency of the
model and theory.” In other words, robots are now allowing us to understand the integration
between the body, brain and mind; what Verschure (2013) has termed closing Vico’s loop,
after the 18th century philosopher Giambattista Vico, who first emphasised the idea that
“what I cannot create, I do not understand”. (Verum et factum reciprocantur seu convertuntur.)
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And Webb (2001) has eloquently expressed the usefulness of embodying biological models
in robots: “understanding biology to build robots, and building robots to understand biology.”.
This need not necessarily be in the form of physical robots either, which often contain
unnecessary difficulties related to technical, rather than theoretical, issues. Simulated robots
for instance can provide a useful platform for testing models that require interaction with
an environment, whilst having the advantage of simpler implementation through greater
environmental control.
Yet despite a number of the hippocampal computational models being suitable for robotic
implementations, there has as of yet been little progress in integrating them within robots. It
is within this space in particular that the work presented in this thesis looks to explore.
1.1.4 Hippocampal Replay and its Role in Reinforcement Learning
An interesting yet difficult problem that is challenging both the robotic/AI and neuro-
science/psychology communities is the problem of reinforcement learning (RL).
The neural mechanisms of reinforcement learning can be traced back to Schultz’s seminal
work on dopamine as a reward-predicting error signal (Schultz, 1998), and a recent review
on the ventral basal ganglia (VBG) – a region heavily innervated with dopaminergic neu-
rons (Ikemoto, Yang, and Tan, 2015) – has shown that the hippocampal region projects to
and possibly receives projections from the VBG (Humphries and Prescott, 2010). Indeed,
experimentally there is strong evidence that interactions between the hippocampus, VBG,
and ventral tegmental area support reward-guided memory and conditioned place preference
(CPP) (Gomperts, Kloosterman, and Wilson, 2015; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Trouche et al.,
2019). For instance, recent experimental results have shown that hippocampal replays and
sharp-wave ripples coordinate with bursts of activity in the ventral tegmental area (Gomperts,
Kloosterman, and Wilson, 2015) and ventral striatum (Pennartz et al., 2004), and that changes
in reward modulates the rate at which hippocampal reverse replays, but not forward replays,
occur (Ambrose, Pfeiffer, and Foster, 2016). It has even been shown in a recent study on
humans that spatial memory is prioritized for rewarding locations “retroactively", suggesting
that reward-prioritized spatial memory appears some time after an event has occurred (Braun,
Wimmer, and Shohamy, 2018). Perhaps it is hippocampal replay in the interim that modulates
the memory?
Hippocampal replay in coordination with dopaminergic activity therefore seems well
suited as a potential mechanism for reinforcement learning. A number of models have looked
to incorporate dopamine as a neuromodulatory third factor in three-factor learning rules
for synaptic plasticity (see (Gerstner et al., 2018) for a review), successfully showing, for
instance, behavioural changes for conditioned place preference in a simulated Morris water
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maze task (Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al., 2009). Traditionally, reinforcement learning algorithms
have only partially resembled biology, even if they take their inspiration from it (Sutton and
Barto, 2018)). However, some of the reinforcement learning algorithms, such as DynaQ
algorithms and the deep Q-network, seem well suited as explanations for the use case of
hippocampal replay with their need for offline sequence replays (Aubin, Khamassi, and
Girard, 2018; Cazé et al., 2018; Johnson and Redish, 2005; Mattar and Daw, 2018; Mnih
et al., 2015; Sutton and Barto, 2018).
1.2 Motivation for this Thesis
Hippocampal reverse replay seems to have an important role in biological reinforcement
learning, and whilst there now exists a number of computational models of hippocampal
replay in the literature, there is very little in terms of robotic modelling. Given this, I have
intended here to make a scientific contribution to our understanding of hippocampal replay
by following the philosophy of robotic embodiment, through developing and then embodying
a model of hippocampal reverse replay for solving a robotic reinforcement learning task. Or,
in rewording the statement from Webb (2001) above for this specific instance – modelling
hippocampal replay in order to improve robotic reinforcement learning, whilst using displays
of robotic reinforcement learning to better understand hippocampal replay’s role in biological
reinforcement learning.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 begins by exploring the structure of the hippocampus through a review of what is
currently known about its neuroanatomy. This sets the necessary groundwork for appropri-
ately developing a computational model of the hippocampus.
Chapter 3 reviews computational models of hippocampal replay developed primarily
over the most recent decade. A discussion on their applicability, as well as the challenges,
towards integrating the models in robotic applications is given here.
Chapter 4 then sets out to take two very recent models of hippocampal reverse replay
and develops them further for implementing in the MiRo robot.
Chapter 5 explores the role that hippocampal reverse replays in particular might play in
reinforcement learning, by augmenting a hippocampal-striatal network originally designed
to solve an RL spatial navigation task with the model of hippocampal reverse replay.
Chapter 6 concludes by summarising the content of the thesis and then looks towards
future research directions.

Chapter 2
Review of Hippocampal Formation
Neuroanatomy
One could argue that the literature on the hippocampal region is greater and more vast than
most other regions of the brain – whether it pertains to that of rats, monkeys or humans. It has
a long history of study dating back to the era of the Alexandrian schools, with the ancients
naming it cornu ammonis; Latin for “horn of the ram" due to its resemblance to a ram’s horn.
Such a naming convention is preserved today, with the three subfields of the hippocampus
each named CA1, CA2 and CA3. The term hippocampus was coined by Giulio Cesare Aranzi
(circa 1564) as a consequence of its resemblance to a seahorse (see Figure 2.1); hippocampus
being derived from the Greek for seahorse. Since there is a vast amount of historical and
contemporary study on the hippocampal region, it becomes a strenuous challenge to know
how to begin with compiling that rich source of neuroanatomical information into a single,
concise chapter (and that’s before discussing the literature on the putative functions of the
hippocampal region).
This task has been heroically accomplished by David Amaral and Pierre Lavenex, in their
chapter on hippocampal neuroanatomy in The Hippocampus Book (Amaral and Lavenex,
2007). At 77 pages, it is difficult to deem it a short chapter, but it could certainly be regarded
as a comprehensive review of the literature. The review includes the discoveries from the
early pioneering work of Santiago Ramón y Cajal (1852 - 1934) and Rafael Lorente de Nó
(1902 - 1990), and journeys right up to contemporary experimental results (at the time of
publication of the chapter, dated at 2007). The review written here will be an even more
concise summary of the literature than Amaral and Lavenex’s, with only those experiments
most important to the discussion being cited. This should in no way reflect the quality of
Amaral and Lavenex’s chapter which, as a trainee researcher, has been a valuable example of
how a literature review should be communicated. The only advantage I have over Amaral
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Fig. 2.1 The term Hippocampus is derived from the Greek for seahorse, and one can aptly
see why given its resemblance to the human hippocampus. Figure freely available un-
der the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 1.0 Generic Licence (image source:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hippocampus_and_seahorse.JPG).
and Lavenex is that I write now 12 years after the publication of their chapter, giving me
access to literature that was not yet published at the time of their writing. One important
contribution of the review offered here, that was not included in the review of Amaral and
Lavenex, is the existence of projections between the hippocampus and the striatum. This
connection however is a key factor in the computational model developed in Chapter 5.
It is, of course, impossible to relate all the information that has been generated over the
decades and centuries pertaining to hippocampal anatomy. But with the best of intentions,
this review aims to document the most important aspects of hippocampal anatomy in order
to help put other literature on functional properties into perspective, and to justify decisions
made in modelling.
This Chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 is a description of the general layout
of the hippocampal formation (HF) and details the principal excitatory projections of the
HF. In a sense, it is a summary of the subsequent sections that each present more detailed
descriptions of HF anatomy. For some hippocampal modellers, this simple description may
be enough for them to get started. The sections following this, sections 2.2-2.5, are a more
detailed description of each of the main regions within the HF, starting with the entorhinal
cortex (Section 2.2), dentate gyrus (Section 2.3), hippocampus (Section 2.4) and subiculum
(including both presubiculum and parasubiculum, Section 2.5).
As mentioned already, acknowledgements must go to Amaral and Lavenex (Amaral and
Lavenex, 2007) for their excellent review of the literature on hippocampal neuroanatomy.
Their own review, in an elegant way, formed the map that guided my own exploration into
the literature on hippocampal neuroanatomy.
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Fig. 2.2 Line drawing depicting a horizontal section of a caudoventral portion of the HF in the
rat. All primary sections of the HF are shown, including the cell layers. Abbreviations: EC,
entorhinal cortex; DG, dentate gyrus; fi, fimbria; Sub, subiculum; Pre, presubiculum; Para,
parasubiculum; ab, angular bundle; ml, molecular layer of DG; gcl, granule cell layer of DG;
pl, polymorphic layer of DG; so, stratum oriens of hippocampus; pcl, pyramidal cell layer
of hippocampus; sl, stratum lucidum of CA3; sr, stratum radiatum of hippocampus; sl-m,
stratum lacunosum moleculare of hippocampus; hf, hippocampal fissure. (Source: Adapted
from (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007, p. 51).)
2.1 Overview of Hippocampal Formation Neuroanatomy
Firstly, it must be noted that the following description of hippocampal neuroanatomy pertains
to that of the rat, due primarily to it being the largest source of experimental data. And whilst
there exists many anatomical similarities between rats and, say, humans, there are also some
noticeable differences.1 This should be borne in mind as one reads through this review.
Secondly, the terminology employed here is to use the term hippocampus specifically
for the regions CA1, CA2 and CA3. Hippocampal formation (HF) is used to denote the
larger group of regions surrounding the hippocampus, as well as the hippocampus itself. Or
more specifically, HF refers to the entorhinal cortex (EC), dentate gyrus (DG), hippocampus
(or hippocampus proper), subiculum, presubiculum and parasubiculum. This follows the
convention used by Amaral and Lavenex (2007). Intrahippocampal and extrahippocampal are
used to denote connections (or otherwise) as within and outside the hippocampal formation,
respectively.
1Rats for instance have a strong commissural connection between regions CA1, CA3 and dentate gyrus
(Gottlieb and Cowan, 1973). Macaques and presumably humans on the other hand have much weaker HF
commissural connections, with almost no commissural connections to the dentate gyrus (Amaral, Insausti, and
Cowan, 1984).
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Fig. 2.3 The “trisynaptic circuit”, consisting of excitatory projections in the hippocampal
formation as originally discovered by Andersen, Bliss, and Skrede (1971). Synapse 1 arises
from axon terminations in the perforant pathway; synapse 2 due to axon terminations in the
mossy fibres; and synapse 3 due to axon terminations in the Schaffer collaterals.
The HF is quite unique in its structure when compared to other regions of the cortex.
For one, it is highly laminar, and its cells are positioned in distinct layers (Figure 2.2).
Furthermore, unlike the neocortex where bidirectional connectivity tends to be the norm, in
the HF unidirectional connections are more prominent (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). One of
the first attempts at describing the system of connectivity within the HF was the “trisynaptic
circuit”, a series of excitatory HF pathways discovered by Andersen, Bliss, and Skrede (1971)
via measurements of neuronal responses to EC stimulation.
The circuit was given as follows: Axons from EC cells travel through the perforant
pathway and synapse onto granule cells of the DG. From there, DG cell axons, through
the mossy fibres, synapse onto the CA3 pyramidal cells, from which CA3 axons travel
through the Schaffer collaterals to synapse onto the CA1 pyramidal cells (Andersen, Bliss,
and Skrede, 1971). Finally, via the alveus, axons from CA1 pyramidal cells travel to the
fimbria, which subsequently projects to other subcortical structures (such as the septum and
hypothalamas, amongst others). This “trisynaptic circuit” is summarised in Figure 2.3.
A second consequence of the experiment conducted by Andersen et al. (Andersen, Bliss,
and Skrede, 1971) was the development of the lamellar hypothesis. In essence, the lamellar
hypothesis states that the excitatory “trisynaptic circuit” exists along “slices”, or “lamellae”
(such as the slice shown in Figure 2.2), parallel to the transverse axis of the HF. However,
nearly two decades later, as a rebuttal to the lamellar hypothesis, Amaral and Witter (1989)
published an updated review of the anatomical structure of the HF and stated clearly that
the “overwhelming consensus in all these studies [their own as well as others] is that aside
from the mossy fibres, none of the intrinsic connections of the hippocampal formation is
organized in a lamellar fashion.” They found that connections along the longitudinal axis of
the HF were just as prominent as those found across the transverse axis. But another two
decades later again, Sloviter and Lømo (2012) gave their updated review on the lamellar
hypothesis and, unsurprisingly, showed it to be much more nuanced than had previously
been thought. They argued that the literature did not undermine the lamellar hypothesis.
Yes, there are “translamellar” (connections traversing across the lamellae, i.e. longitudinal)
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axon projections in the HF2, but that lamellae functionality could still operate even with
longitudinal connections.
Whilst the trisynaptic circuit is of historical importance, it is now seen as only a small
portion of the HF connectivity. Subsequent discoveries have shown that there are projections
from CA1 to the subiculum and EC (Amaral, Dolorfo, and Alvarez-Royo, 1991; Köhler,
1985), and from the presubiculum and parasubiculum to the EC – a rather important discovery
showing that the HF circuit closes back on itself. Further discoveries have shown that there
are reciprocal connections between the EC and other cortical regions, suggesting the EC acts
as a relay for information to and from the hippocampus (Witter, 1993; Amaral and Lavenex,
2007), as well as discoveries of other hippocampal intrinsic connections. A more complete
systems diagram of the HF is shown in Figure 2.4. The origin of this systems diagram will
become more apparent as we move through the anatomy of each HF region individually, as
we do next.
2.2 Entorhinal Cortex
Amaral and Lavenex (2007), in paraphrasing Ramon y Cajal, said that “whatever the rest
of the hippocampal formation is doing depends on what the entorhinal cortex has done"
(Amaral and Lavenex, 2007, p. 84). It would be a danger to under-appreciate the role the
EC plays within the HF. It is largely the gateway through which sensory information reaches
the hippocampus, and through which the HF’s processed information is then relayed to the
neocortex (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). It seems fitting therefore that we start with this
region of the HF.
2.2.1 Cytoarchitecture
The EC can be divided, roughly speaking, into two primary regions: the lateral entorhinal
area (LEA) and the medial entorhinal area (MEA) (Witter, 1993), with each being composed
of six layers (Figure 2.2). Layers I and IV are considered to be generally cell-poor (acellular),
with the remaining cell layers (II, III, V and VI) being more cell dense (cellular).
The predominant cell types and projections of the cellular layers are as follows: Layer
II is composed mostly of pyramidal cells and stellate cells, with both projecting to DG and
CA3 through the angular bundle (Klink and Alonso, 1997); layer III is composed of various
cells that project to CA1 and subiculum through the perforant pathway (Gloveli et al., 1997),
2Though the mossy fiber pathway is undoubtedly lamellar, something that even Amaral and Witter (1989)
admitted to.
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with the most numerous cell type being pyramidal cells. Whilst the superficial layers II -
III project into the HF, the deep layers V-VI project primarily away from the HF and to
the neocortex (and therefore have afferents from the HF). The principle cell types of the
layer V neurons are pyramidal (the most numerous), horizontal and polymorphic, with little
morphological differences between the LEA and MEA3 (Hamam, Kennedy, et al., 2000;
Hamam, Amaral, and Alonso, 2002). Finally, the layer VI cells consist of a wide variety
of cell types that project associationally to other layer VI cells, as well as to superficially
located cells in layers I-III, and projection neurons that travel towards the deep white matter
(Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
The MEA and LEA, although having some overlap at their border, can largely be divided
by their afferent/efferent connections – but also by the cytoarchitectonic characteristics, and
histological/histochemical analyses of each region (Blackstad, 1956; Insausti, Herrero, and
Witter, 1997). Insausti, Herrero, and Witter (1997) have shown that the EC could perhaps be
divided into six subregions, adding further to its divisional complexity. In terms of afferent
connections, most of the differences lie in the superficial layers of the EC, which are the
principle terminating layers from other cortical regions as well as the principle projection
layers to the DG and hippocampus (Hamam, Amaral, and Alonso, 2002). We will see next
how the afferent connections, and later how the efferent connections, differ in these two
areas.
2.2.2 Extrahippocampal Connections
EC superficial layers receives its major afferent inputs from the postrhinal and perirhinal
cortices,4 but there is some distinction in how strongly these two regions project into the LEA
and MEA. Perirhinal cortex projects preferentially into the LEA, whereas postrhinal cortex
projects more strongly into the MEA but with some projections to the LEA as well (Burwell,
2000). EC also reciprocates the projections back to the perirhinal and postrhinal cortices,
with perirhinal cortex receiving return projections almost exclusively from the LEA, whereas
the postrhinal cortex receives projections back from both the LEA and MEA (Burwell and
Amaral, 1998). Thus these return projections largely follow the topography of the forward
projections.
3This suggests that most of the functional differences between LEA and MEA are within the superficial
layers of the EC (Hamam, Amaral, and Alonso, 2002)
4Which, along with the EC, is sometimes collectively called the “parahippocampal region", not to be
confused with the “parahippocampal area" of monkeys and humans, which can be thought of as the postrhinal
equivalent in the rat (Burwell, 2000).
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2.2.3 Intrahippocampal Connections
There is a distinct EC caudolateral-rostromedial relationship to septotemporal levels of the
DG, in which EC areas that are more caudolaterally situated have stronger projections to
more septal regions of the DG, whilst rostromedially situated EC regions preferentially
project to more temporal potions of the DG (Dolorfo and Amaral, 1998a). Given the LEA
is situated more rostrolaterally, whilst the MEA is more caudomedial, one will notice that
both MEA and LEA project to portions along the whole septotemporal axis of the DG (see
Dolorfo and Amaral (1998a) for figures that help clarify the topography described here).
But, there is a non-overlapping effect of projections from caudolateral EC portions to the
septal half of the DG, medial EC portions to the third quarter of the DG, and rostromedial
portions of the EC to the remaining temporally located quarter of the DG. Although the work
of Dolorfo and Amaral (1998a) is cited as evidence for hippocampus afferent EC connections
being topographically equivalent to DG (see for instance (Hargreaves et al., 2005)), the
author is currently unaware of any experiment explicitly supporting this claim. Rather, earlier
experimental evidence showed that these areas do not project equally, and that caudomedial
EC (the location of MEA) projects more strongly to DG but weakly to CA1, whilst more
rostrolateral EC (the location of LEA) projects more strongly to CA1 but weakly to DG. The
most rostrolateral portion of EC projects only to CA1 (Witter, Griffioen, et al., 1988). More
on the entorhino-hippocampus connections is discussed in Section 2.4.
Finally, the EC shows to have intrinsic associational connections, both within each of
the MEA and LEA, but also across the two regions as well (Dolorfo and Amaral, 1998b). It
was shown that projections originate in layers II, III and the deep layers, but preferentially
terminate within the superficial layers of the EC. To quote Dolorfo and Amaral (1998b),
this “raises the possibility that the cells of origin of the perforant path projections [i.e.
DG, hippocampus and subiculum] receive substantial input from cells in both the deep and
superficial layers." How this could affect HF function remains unclear.
2.3 Dentate Gyrus
2.3.1 Cytoarchitecture
The dentate gyrus (DG) is composed of only three cell layers, as opposed to the six found
in the EC (Figure 2.2). The number of cells in the rat DG has been shown to be on the
scale of 0.7–1.2× 106 depending on the rat species and age (Boss, Peterson, and Cowan,
1985; West, Slomianka, and Gundersen, 1991). The most superficial layer, as with the EC,
is acellular, and is termed the molecular layer. The middle layer in contrast is cell-dense,
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called the granule cell layer, and is the principle cell layer of the DG. As is obvious from its
name, this layer is composed principally of granule cells, and are the only neurons that give
rise to axons that leave the DG (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). The third layer, the deepest, is
called the polymorphic cell layer. Lorente de Nó originally termed this cell layer as the CA4
region of the hippocampus, with this term sometimes still being used today. But, as noted by
Blackstad (1956) in his histological analysis of the HF using the silver impregnation method,
this layer is better described to be a part of the area dentata, or dentate gyrus.
2.3.2 Intrahippocampal Connections
We saw previously that the DG has extensive afferent input from the EC, originating mainly
from layer II of the EC (Klink and Alonso, 1997). These EC axonal projections travel through
the perforant pathway and terminate preferentially on the dendritic spines of the granule cells –
the granule cell dendritic spines are found in the molecular layer (Hjorth-Simonsen and Jeune,
1972). Its only output is to the CA3 region through the mossy fibres (Gaarskjaer, 1978). The
border of CA3 where the mossy fibres do not project to is part of what distinguishes CA3
from CA2, since CA2 receives no mossy fibre input (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
Interneurons
It is worth spending some time here to point out the existence of interneurons within the DG
that sit intermingled amongst the principle cells and form synapses with the DG granule cells.
Freund and Buzsáki (1996) give a comprehensive overview of the interneurons within the
HF. Many HF models will often simplify the role of interneurons, having them act simply as
inhibitory modulators. But interneurons are highly heterogeneous and, paraphrasing Freund
and Buzsáki (1996), this heterogeneity allows them to perform multiple tasks in parallel and
to act as important assistants in managing the cooperative activity of large cell populations.
Most interneurons are indeed “GABAergic”, producing the inhibitory neurotransmitter
GABA, and in fact Freund and Buzsáki (1996) take the stance that hippocampal interneurons
should be termed simply “GABAergic nonprincipal cells”. And Amaral and Lavenex (2007)
argue that given the current definition of interneurons, then the mossy cells, found in the
polymorphic layer, should also be classed as interneurons given that their axons rarely escape
the confines of the DG (but do extend ipsilaterally and commissurally across the DG) (Berger,
Semple-Rowland, and Bassett, 1981). But, most distinctly, the mossy cells are glutamatergic,
an excitatory neurotransmitter, and are thus highly atypical interneurons. The mossy cells act
therefore as excitatory associative connections within the DG (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
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Despite the homogeneous sounding name of “interneuron”, the interneurons are rather
diverse, with axo-axonic, basket, HICAP, MOPP and HIPP cells being found within the DG,
and many more within other HF regions (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996). Furthermore, one
should be careful in collating these various interneurons into a single, uniform cell population
having only a single function, such as global inhibition, when modelling, as interneurons
appear to be much more varied than this. Although this review will not go into a great deal
of detail with respect to hippocampal interneurons as that requires a lengthy review in its
own right, it is important to be aware of their existence and the potential roles they could
play in hippocampal formation functioning.
2.3.3 Extrahippocampal Connections
The most prominant and well studied extrahippocampal projection to the dentate gyrus is
from the septal nuclei. The two mains areas from which septal afferents project into the DG
(and also the hippocampus) are the medial septum and the nucleus of the diagonal band of
Broca (Nyakas et al., 1987). The connections are topographically organised however, such
that the more medially situated diagonal band of Broca cells project preferentially to septal or
dorsal portion of DG, whilst more laterally situated medial septum nucleus cells and diagonal
band of Broca cells project to temporal portions of DG (Nyakas et al., 1987; Amaral and
Lavenex, 2007). A good proportion of these projections, but not the majority, are cholinergic,
producing the neurotransmitter acetylcholine (Wainer et al., 1985). It has been proposed that
the non-cholinergic projections could contain the neurotransmitters substance P (Baisden,
Woodruff, and Hoover, 1984) and/or GABA (Köhler, Chan-Palay, and Wu, 1984).
There is also a somewhat substantial though rather diffuse projection from the supramam-
millary area of the hypothalamas onto the DG principle cells, or the granule cells (Maglóczky,
Acsády, and Freund, 1994), with these most likely being excitatory glutamatergic projections
(Kiss et al., 2000). Other projections arrive from the brain stem, including noradrenergic
from the pontine nucleus locus coeruleus (Loughlin, Foote, and Grzanna, 1986), serotenergic
input from the raphe nuclei (Vertes, Fortin, and Crane, 1999), and rather weakly diffuse
dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area (Scatton et al., 1980). All the
mentioned projections from the brain stem terminate predominantly in the polymorphic layer
of DG (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
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2.4 Hippocampus
The hippocampus proper has had much of the attention when it comes to the medial temporal
lobe area. It was here that place cells were first discovered, in area CA1 (O’Keefe and
Dostrovsky, 1971a), whilst area CA3 garners a great deal of interest due to its high level
of recurrent connectivity and its subsequent functional roles in auto-associative memory
(Le Duigou et al., 2014). Much of the modelling will be based upon the hippocampus, so
care should be taken in ensuring we represent its anatomy with the correct level of detail.
2.4.1 Cytoarchitecture
The hippocampus, or hippocampus proper, has conventionally been divided into at least three
primary subregions, CA1, CA2 and CA3 (CA being Cornu Ammonis). The number of cells
in regions CA1 and CA3 is around 0.32−0.42×106 and 0.21−0.33×106 (Boss, Turlejski,
et al., 1987), which is 2-3 times less than the number of DG cells (Boss, Peterson, and Cowan,
1985). Regions CA1 and CA2 are composed of four cell layers, with CA3 containing all
four layers of regions CA1/2 but also having an additional layer, thus distinguishing it from
CA1/2 (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
The four cell layers occupying all CA regions are given as follows, in order from
deep to superficial (see Figure 2.2): Stratum oriens, the infrapyramidal acellular region
containing a smaller proportion of the CA3-CA3 associational and CA3-CA1 Schaffer
collateral connections (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007); pyramidal cell layer, containing the
principle pyramidal cells of the hippocampus (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007); stratum radiatum,
the suprapyramidal region containing the larger number of CA3-CA3 associational and
CA3-CA1 Schaffer collateral connections; stratum lacunosum-moleculare, the region in
which EC afferents terminate.
The additional layer within region CA3 is known as the stratum lucidum, occupying a
space between the pyramidal cell layer and stratum radiatum (Figure 2.2), and it is within
this region that the mossy fibers from DG terminate (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). Stratum
lucidum also contains a number of interneurons that have been speculated to be important for
local circuitry in CA3, with recurrent projections to stratum lucidum and stratum radiatum
(Spruston, Lübke, and Frotscher, 1997).
Though it is the additional layer of CA3 that distinguishes it from CA1/2, a noticeable
feature that distinguishes CA1 from CA2/3 is the homogeneity of its dendritic branches and
the size of its soma population. CA1 cells, on the whole, have average total dendritic lengths
(sum of apical and basal dendrites) of 13−17mm and a soma size averaging 15µm (Ishizuka,
Cowan, and Amaral, 1995; Pyapali et al., 1998). CA2/3 regions however have much more
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heterogeneous dendritic branches, as well as much larger soma sizes. Their dendritic length
and soma size increases as one moves from proximal CA3, near the DG, to distal CA2, near
CA1, with dendritic lengths varying from 8−18mm, and soma size varying from 20−30µm
(Ishizuka, Cowan, and Amaral, 1995) along the proximal-distal axis.
Finally, as with the DG, it is worth noting that there is a large variety of interneurons
within the hippocampus, such as axo-axonic, basket, bistratified, horizontal trilaminar, radial
trilaminar and O-LM cells (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996).
2.4.2 Intrahippocampal Connections
As mentioned previously, it is only CA3 that receives mossy fibre input from the DG, and is
thus a major feature distinguishing CA3 from CA1 and CA2. The EC however projects to
the stratum lacunosum-moleculare in all CA areas of the hippocampus, but not all is equal.
For one, CA2/3 receive their input from layer II of EC whilst CA1 receives its input from
layer III of EC (Witter, 1993; Amaral and Lavenex, 2007), indicating that CA2/3 receives a
similar EC input to that of the DG’s EC input. Furthermore, there is a distinct topographic
projection from EC to CA1 – lateral EC projects to more distally located CA1 cells (close to
the subiculum) whilst medial EC projects to more proximally located CA1 cells (near CA2)
(Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). Finally, CA1 is the only CA area that projects back to the EC,
terminating in the deep layers, V and VI, of the EC. The same topography as the forward
projections is preserved for the return projections (Naber, Lopes da Silva, and Witter, 2001).
Perhaps one of the most intriguing findings of the hippocampus is the heavy associational
connections of CA3. A typical CA3 cell has shown to be innervated by approximately 5% of
all other CA3 cells (Buzsáki, 1989). Furthermore, the CA3 pyramidal cells that send their
axons out to make associational connections also contain axon collaterals that project to all
the other CA regions of the hippocampus, both ipsilaterally and commissurally (Ishizuka,
Weber, and Amaral, 1990). Thus, whatever information CA3 is sending associationally to
itself, it seems it is also sending to both CA2 and CA1. The terminating layers of the CA3
projections are primarily stratum radiatum and stratum oriens (for all CA regions), indicating
terminations both on the apical and basal dendrites of the pyramidal cells (Ishizuka, Weber,
and Amaral, 1990).
The axon collaterals that branch off from the assocational CA3 connections and that lead
to the CA3 to CA1 projections are known as the Schaffer collaterals (Amaral and Lavenex,
2007), and a single CA3 axon has been shown to travel along at least two-thirds of the
septotemporal length of the hippocampus (Li et al., 1994). Thus the collaterals along the
septotemporal (longitudinal) axis travel far and wide. Along the transverse axis however,
there is a more point-to-point projection, such that more proximally located CA3 cells (close
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to DG) project more heavily to distally located CA1 cells, whilst more distally located CA3
cells (near CA1) project more to proximally located CA1 cells (which are thus closer to
CA2/3) (Ishizuka, Weber, and Amaral, 1990).
Finally, we note CA1’s projection to the subiculum, which follows the same transverse
topographic projections of the Schaffer collaterals, that is, proximal CA1 projects more to
distal subiculum and distal CA1 projects more to proximal subiculum (Amaral, Dolorfo,
and Alvarez-Royo, 1991). Septotemporally however, a single cell in the septal portion of
CA1 projects divergently to the septal third portion of the subiculum (i.e. it could project to
any point in this portion, there is no one-to-one mapping), with this also being true of mid
and temporal CA1 cells projecting to middle and temporal thirds of subiculum, respectively
(Tamamaki, Abe, and Nojyo, 1987). This type of topography has been described as “columnar
organisation” by Tamamaki, Abe, and Nojyo (1987).
2.4.3 Extrahippocampal Connections
In the rat, there is perhaps a small monosynaptic connection to the neocortex from the CA1
region, but there are at least no known connections between neocortex and CA2/3 (Amaral and
Lavenex, 2007). Interestingly, one can contrast this with the primate brain where, for instance,
the marmoset monkey has been shown to have sparse reciprocal connections between all CA
regions and the neocortex (Schwerdtfeger, 1979). This may indicate something important
regarding the difference in cognitive abilities between rodents and primates.
Both the dorsal and ventral portions of the CA1 region have been found to send projections
to the shell of the ventral striatum in the basal ganglia (Swanson and Cowan, 1977; Trouche
et al., 2019). This is an important connection that seemed not to be included in the review
of (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). Later, in Chapter 5, is an hippocampal-striatal model of
reinforcement learning for a spatial navigation task. This connection is of special importance
therefore, and more is mentioned regarding this in the model description of Chapter 5.
The septum is largely the only subcortical structure that has connections with the hip-
pocampus, with connections occurring between the septum and all CA regions (Amaral and
Lavenex, 2007). Like the DG septal inputs, the hippocampus septal inputs, through the
fimbria/fornix pathway, originate from the medial septal nucleus and the diagonal band of
Broca (Meibach and Siegel, 1977). The hippocampus then returns projections back to the
lateral septal nucleus (Swanson and Cowan, 1977).
The temporal portion of the hippocampus receives projections from, and sends projec-
tions to, the amygdaloid complex. More precisely, CA3 and CA1 receive inputs from the
basal nucleus of the amygdala, terminating heavily in stratum oriens and stratum radia-
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tum (Pikkarainen et al., 1999), and the return projections back to the amygdaloid complex
originate from the pyramidal cells of CA1 (Pitkänen et al., 2000).
The hypothalamas too projects to the hippocampus, or more specifically, the supramam-
millary area of the hypothalamas projects to areas CA2/3 (Maglóczky, Acsády, and Freund,
1994). Interestingly, though CA2 and CA3 receive roughly the same inputs, the supramam-
millary input has a heavier projection to CA2 than to CA3 (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). The
significance of this heavier projection is still rather unclear.
It seems that both the septal connections and the hypothalamic connections are important
in modulating the two hippocampal wave activities known as theta wave and slow wave
activity (Buzsáki, 1989). When the medial septal area is lesioned, for instance, theta
waves in the hippocampus seize to occur (Rawlins, Feldon, and Gray, 1979). Furthermore,
supramammillary activity exhibits slow waves that are phase locked with hippocampal slow
waves, but only when the septal connection is intact (Kirk and N. McNaughton, 1991). Kirk
and N. McNaughton (1991) proposed that hippocampal wave activity (specifically encoding
of the frequency) is modulated by the supramammillary area, which influences the medial
septal area, following which the medial septal area modulates the hippocampus.
The nucleus reuniens of the midline thalamas also projects into area CA1, terminating in
an overlapping region with the EC inputs (Dolleman-Van der Weel and Witter, 2000). And
lastly, the brain stem has inputs into the hippocampus, namely noradrenergic inputs from
the locus coeruleus and serotonergic inputs from the raphe nuclei into regions CA3 and CA1
(Loughlin, Foote, and Grzanna, 1986; Vertes, Fortin, and Crane, 1999).
2.5 Subiculum, Presubiculum and Parasubiculum
Unfortunately, and perhaps unjustifiably, the subiculum, presubiculum and parasubiculum –
collectively termed the subicular complex – has not been exposed to the same level of study
has have other HF regions. The subiculum particularly has numerous extrahippocampal
connections, and plays a major role in closing the loop in the HF system. Amaral and
Lavenex (2007) make the point that “evidence has mounted that the subiculum is one of two
primary output structures of the hippocampal formation" – presumably the other structure
being the entorhinal cortex – whilst H. Groenewegen et al. (1987) claimed the subiculum
to be “the main output structure of the hippocampal formation.” And O’Mara et al. (2001)
highlight an important detail in that the subiculum “plays an important but ill-defined role
both in spatial navigation and in mnemonic processing.” Whilst some interesting work in the
subiculum has since emerged, such as the potential discovery of boundary vector cells (Lever
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et al., 2009), let us hope that this seemingly important HF structure receives greater attention
in the near future.
2.5.1 Cytoarchitecture
Subiculum
The subiculum is formed of three cell layers, and is largely contiguous with CA1. Layers
strata radiatum and lacunosum moleculare of CA1 converge to become the molecular layer
in the subiculum (O’Mara et al., 2001). CA1’s pyramidal cell layer widens in size as it is
replaced by the subiculum’s pyramidal cell layer. Interestingly, it has been proposed that the
pyramidal cell layer be divided further by two, due to the firing characteristics of its cells – it
was found that there exists a set of regular spiking cells and a set of bursting cells, located
preferentially in the superficial and deep portions of the pyramidal cell layer, respectively
(Greene and Totterdell, 1997). The final layer is the polymorphic layer.
Not much is known about the interneurons of the subiculum, but it is known that there
exists GABAergic interneurons that are speculated to play an important modulatory role in
local subicular computations (Prida et al., 2006).
Presubiculum and Parasubiculum
The presubiculum is differentiated from the subiculum due to its tightly packed but small
pyramidal cells, whilst the parasubiculum has similarly tightly packed and dense cells, but
contains larger pyramidal cells (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
2.5.2 Intrahippocampal Connections
All regions of the subicular complex contain longitudinal associational connections, yet
interestingly, whilst the subiculum does not contain commissural connections, the pre- and
parasubiculum regions do (Groen and Wyss, 1990). Furthermore, unlike any other region of
the HF, the axonal organisation of the bursting cells and regular spiking cells in the subiculum
appears to be columnar and laminar, respectively: the bursting cells send their axons only to
local cells within their local columns, whereas regular spiking cells send their axons more
distributively across columns (Harris et al., 2001).
The subiculum projects to both the pre- and parasubiculum, following a topology such that
septal regions of subiculum project to dorsal and caudal portions of pre-/parasubiculum, and
temporal regions of subiculum project to venral and rostral portions of pre-/parasubiculum,
whilst both pre- and parasubiculum project to one another (Groen and Wyss, 1990).
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In the process of closing the hippocampal loop, the subicular complex projects recip-
rocally with EC. The perforant path, in its journey towards DG, CA3 and CA1 from EC,
passes through the subiculum and forms synapses with the subiculum’s pyramidal cells.
Subsequently, the subiculum sends return projections to the deep layer of the EC. These for-
ward and return projections largely follow the same topographically organised pattern as the
EC-CA1 connections (Witter and Henk J Groenewegen, 1990; Amaral and Lavenex, 2007)
(see Section 2.4.2). EC also receives projections from both presubiculum and parasubiculum,
though whilst the parasubiculum projects to both medial and lateral EC, the presubiculum
projects only to the medial EC (Caballero-Bleda and Witter, 1993).
2.5.3 Extrahippocampal Connections
As mentioned, the subicular complex has rather extensive extrahippocampal connections.
This includes subiculum neocortical projections, specifically projections to the lateral and
medial prefrontal cortex (Verwer et al., 1997) and retrospenial cortex (Wyass and Van Groen,
1992).
Beyond the neocortex, temporal portions of subiculum project to the amygdaloid complex,
whilst the amygdaloid complex returns these projections back to the temporal portions of
both subiculum and parasubiculum (Pitkänen et al., 2000). Subiculum and presubiculum
both project to the mammillary nuclei of the hypothalamus, receiving return projections
from the supramammillary region (Swanson and Cowan, 1975; H. Groenewegen et al., 1987;
Groen and Wyss, 1990). In fact, subiculum’s projection provides the mammillary body’s
heaviest input (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
Both pre- and parasubiculum are reciprocally connected with the anterior thalamic nuclei,
whilst subiculum has no connectivity (Robertson and Kaitz, 1981; Kaitz and Robertson,
1981; Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). The subiculum does however have reciprocal connectivity
with the nucleus reuniens, with the subiculum’s afferents being similar to those of CA1
(Herkenham, 1978).
The most substantial subicular projection towards subcortical regions is towards the septal
complex and the nucleus accumbens of the ventral striatum (along with the mammillary
body, discussed above) (H. Groenewegen et al., 1987). Whilst the nucleus accumbens does
not reciprocate these projections, the septal complex does return rather weak cholinergic
projections to the subiculum, but heavy cholinergic projections to the pre- and parasubiculum
(Amaral and Lavenex, 2007).
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2.6 Hippocampal Neuroanatomy: Summary
Learning of the numerous intra- and extrahippocampal connectivities and neuron types of
the HF, it can often feel one is simply more lost in understanding the HF than one was
beforehand. In much of science it is often necessary to simplify a process in order to aid
understanding – thermodynamics, for instance, simplifies the individual kinetic energy of
millions of molecules to ‘averages’ so that we may understand the activity of those millions
of molecules. And indeed the leaky-integrate and fire neuron is an example closer to home,
where the dynamics of ions across neuron membranes are simplified to a single term(s)
representing the ‘average’ behaviour of the ions on changes in neuron electric charge.
Therefore, in keeping with simplification in order to aid understanding, a simplified
systems diagram of the HF, more detailed than the trisynaptic circuit of Figure 2.3, is
presented in Figure 2.4. This figure represents the principle projections of the HF as discussed
in the sections above. With this simplified yet explanatory description of the HF, we may
feel more confident in answering where, why, and how hippocampal models are structured
and developed as they are.
Fig. 2.4 A more complete hippocampal systems diagram, showing the principle excitatory
projections throughout regions of the hippocampal formation. Most importantly, the transfer
of information shows to loop back upon itself; there are prominent associational connections
in CA3 (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007); and the connection from regions CA1 and Subiculum
to the striatum, which will be important in a model later developed in Chapter 5. The
extrahippocampal area represents mostly the rest of the brain and though, whilst not shown
here, other regions apart from the EC and Subiculum do also connect with extrahippocampal
regions (described in the text).
Chapter 3
Computational Models of Hippocampal
Replay
This chapter provides a review of current computational models of hippocampal replay.
A general review of the computational models is first provided, following which a more
thorough examination of two computational models, (Haga and Fukai, 2018; Pang and
Fairhall, 2019), is made. The dynamics and architectures of these two models form much
of the basis for the robotic hippocampal replay model developed in the next chapter. The
chapter concludes by analysing these models in the context of robotic applications.
Much of this chapter is based on a submission to the 8th International Conference on
Biomimetic and Biohybrid Systems (Nara, Japan, July 9–12, 2019). See Whelan, Vasilaki,
and Prescott (2019).
3.1 Overview of the Models
As discussed in the introduction chapter, reverse replays have been speculated to play
an important role in biological reinforcement learning. Understanding the dynamics of
hippocampal replay is therefore an important undertaking. Models of hippocampal replay
are almost exclusively composed of neural networks with either rate-based or spiking-based
neural dynamics, and most, if not all, necessitate the use of recurrent networks in order to
store memory traces for later reinstatement. Furthermore, they mostly simplify the problem
of place cell activation by assuming evenly distributed place fields, usually overlapping, in
an environment for which specific place cells fire as a function of the agent’s distance from
the centre of the respective place field.
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Fig. 3.1 Dendritic spiking causes supralinear responses to synchronous inputs (solid line)
above what would be expected with a simple summation of inputs only (dashed line),
important in the model by Jahnke, Timme, and Memmesheimer (2015) for modelling for-
ward/reverse replays and sharp-wave ripples. This plot was modelled using a standard
leaky-integrate and fire neuron receiving instantaneous synchronous inputs at t=0, with and
without dendritic spiking (see main text).
We start with a spiking-based model of leaky-integrate and fire neurons by Jahnke,
Timme, and Memmesheimer (2015). Here they exploit theta phase precession (O’Keefe
and Recce, 1993) to generate memory traces via spike-timing dependent plasticity. But the
key inclusion in their model is to use dendritic spiking, which occurs when a high number
of synchronous inputs exceed some threshold Θb within a time interval of ∆T s. This then
causes a dendritic current impulse which causes an increase in membrane voltage above what
would be expected without dendritic spiking (Figure 3.1).
Once a dendritic spike is initiated, the dendrite enters a refractory period during which
time it cannot transmit any spikes. In a linear sequence of place cells with bidirectional
connections, this refractory period is important for restricting replays to only travel in a single
direction, without reversing back on itself (Gauy et al., 2018). Furthermore, the supralinear
nature of the dendritic impulse generates activity pulses that are reminiscent of sharp-wave
ripples.
Dendritic spiking, found to occur in CA1 pyramidal cells of the hippocampus (Ariav,
Polsky, and Schiller, 2003), offers a unique explanation for the occurrence of both sharp
wave ripples and replay, and Gauy et al. (2018) have extended the use of dendritic spikes,
as modelled by Jahnke, Timme, and Memmesheimer (2015), but invented a new cell type
termed ‘sequence cells’. The reason for this inclusion is that Jahnke et al.’s model could not
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Fig. 3.2 A model by Chenkov, Sprekeler, and Kempter (2017) of a synfire-like chain of
cell assemblies containing excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) cell populations, recurrently
connected to each other with probability Prc, and connected feedforwardly with probability
Pff. Replay events are characterized as activity propagation from one cell assembly to another
and so on, with activity modulated by the inhibitory interneurons. Figure adapted from
(Chenkov, Sprekeler, and Kempter, 2017).
account for different trajectories containing the same place cells. Having multiple trajectories
emanating from the same place cell would cause replays of multiple trajectories at once.
Rather, sequence cells, activated in sequential order as an agent traversed an environment,
were paired with place cells via Hebbian learning. As such, one needs only save individual
trajectories of sequence cells, and reactivate them in order to reinstate the place cell sequences
learned during exploration. It is worth noting that the assumption of sequence cells causes
two possible issues: 1) this may necessitate an indefinite number of distinct sequences of
sequence cells to account for all trajectories experienced; 2) there is no biological evidence
for the existence of sequence cells (though for bioinspiration this may be irrelevant).
Matheus Gauy et al.’s model above had sequences of sequence cells arranged in a
similar fashion to synfire chains, and Chenkov, Sprekeler, and Kempter (2017) designed
a similar synfire-like chain of cell assemblies. Within each cell assembly of the synfire
chain was a collection of excitatory and inhibitory cells with recurrent connections (Figure
3.2). By carefully designing each assembly such that there was increased inhibition for
accumulating excitatory spikes, the model was able to successfully amplify activity down
through the assembly sequences, mimicking replay events, but avoids explosions of activity
reminiscent of synfire chain explosions and bursting. This controlled amplification allows
weak memory traces, such as those that might be generated during one-shot learning episodes,
to successfully re-fire. Furthermore, the increase in inhibition due to accumulating excitatory
activity causes replay events to travel in a single direction only.
Refractory periods and inhibitory effects with symmetric bidirectional connections are
two methods that allow reverse replays to occur, but Haga and Fukai (2018) have shown
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that the effects of short-term plasticity could also be an explanation for reverse replay. By
modelling short-term depression and facilitation at synapses, it is possible to long-term
potentiate bidirectional connections in an asymmetric fashion, such that the reverse direction
is potentiated more than the forward direction following a forward activation of a sequence.
However, it is not clear how this model accounts for forward replay without first generating
reverse replays, nor how it prevents continuous reversals in the memory trace strength. For
instance, reverse replays cause potentiations to strengthen more in the forward direction
again, thus undoing the reversed potentiation.
For completeness, it is necessary that a model can support both forward and reverse
replays. Perhaps the earliest model of a network incorporating both forward and reverse
replay was from Molter, Sato, and Yamaguchi (2007). Their original model was more typical
in that a traversal through a set of place cells would potentiate that trajectory more in the
forward than the reverse direction, but still has non-negligible reverse connections necessary
for reverse replays. They also, like in Jahnke et al.’s model, employed theta phase precession
during memory trace formation. The model was also somewhat simpler and computationally
cheaper than the above models, as it was rate-based as apposed to spiking (though both Haga
and Fukai (2018) and Gauy et al. (2018) include rate-based and spiking-based models). But
the replays themselves in a 2D environment were similar to a wave-like propagation across
the entire environment emanating from the position of replay initiation – as such it does not
hold an accurate model of traversal for the environment, though it can provide replays of
inexperienced paths.
Following memory trace formation it is then necessary to initiate replay events, and all
models suggest that an external stimulus be input to the first (last) cell/cell assembly to initiate
forward (reverse) replays. Chenkov, Sprekeler, and Kempter (2017), however, through control
of recurrent and feedforward connection probabilities, show that asynchronous-irregular
spiking can spontaneously initiate replay events – whether this is of use is unknown, but a
recent study with a DynaQ neural network algorithm suggests ‘random’ hippocampal replays
are not only useful, but necessary, for converging Q-values (Aubin, Khamassi, and Girard,
2018).
To summarize, there have been a small number of computational models, rate-based
and spiking-based, that aim to capture the dynamics of hippocampal replay. Most networks
require recurrent connections, either across the whole network or within sub-assemblies that
are then connected as synfire-like chains, so that memory traces can be effectively stored and,
as a consequence of an external stimulus, reinstated later as a replay event. The mechanisms
through which each model forms memory traces and then initiates and maintains replay
events is summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Summary of the hippocampal replay models. The means by which each model
performs the stages required for hippocampal replay are summarized here. See main text for
full details.
It is worth noting that a small number of studies have modelled the process of sharp-
wave/ripples in the hippocampus, which occurs simultaneously with a replay event (Diba
and Buzsáki, 2007). Particularly they model the generation of sharp-wave/ripples via inter-
actions of inhibitory interneurons, extra-hippocampal inputs such as septal inputs, and/or
neuromodulators like acetylcholine, and the relationship between sharp-wave/ripples and
replay events (Cutsuridis and Hasselmo, 2011; Cutsuridis and Taxidis, 2013; Saravanan et al.,
2015; Taxidis et al., 2012).
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3.2 A Further Examination of Two Computational Models
There are two computational models of hippocampal reverse replay that together form the
robotic model developed in the next chapter. These were chosen for two reasons – they are
the state of the art in computational modelling of hippocampal reverse replay, and they both
showed that their models performed sufficiently in a spatial navigation task. The first of
these two models is by Haga and Fukai (2018), whilst the second is by Pang and Fairhall
(2019). The details of each will be taken in turn, including the results of re-implementing
Haga and Fukai’s model. This re-implementation of Haga and Fukai’s model shows that
due to unbounded network weights, the network eventually becomes unstable. It is for this
reason that the model of Pang and Fairhall is introduced, since their model generates reverse
replays without the need for synaptic plasticities, thus eliminating the cause of the instability
in Haga and Fukai’s model.
3.2.1 Model of Haga and Fukai (2018)
The model of (Haga and Fukai, 2018) was developed to provide a potential biophysical
mechanism for the emergence of reverse replays. Their novel contribution was in generating
a modified Hebbian learning rule that is modulated by the effects of short-term plasticity. The
model itself is composed of two parts. The first is an arrangement of neurons positioned in
1D space (i.e. spatial distances between each cell are given only in one dimension, see below)
that allows a sequence of activity to propagate along the network. This part is used as a proof
of concept for the model. The second part is an application of this model to goal-directed
spatial navigation in a W-maze and an open arena, by scaling the neurons into a 2D space.
Only the first of these two parts is described here, which provides the necessary details to
understand the network dynamics. All mathematical details described here are those of Haga
and Fukai (2018).
Mathematical Details
The model is composed of 500 neurons connected all-to-all, but with normally distributed
synaptic weights. Thus, the initial weight between neuron i and neuron j is given as
wi j = wmax exp
(
−|i− j|
d
)
(3.1)
Since the neurons in this model represent place cells, the term |i− j| represents the magnitude
of the one dimensional distance between two neuron’s place fields. It is trivial to expand
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Fig. 3.3 Magnitudes of the weights when the network model of Haga and Fukai is first
initialised. The chosen values of wmax = 27 and d = 5 results in significant weights for pairs
of cells whose absolute distances are approximately < 10.
this to the two dimensional case. wmax and d are the max weight value and the spread of the
weight distribution respectively, and are set at wmax = 27 and d = 5 in the model. Figure
Any weight change between a pre-synaptic neuron j and a post-synaptic neuron i occurs
via a modified second order Hebbian learning rule given as
τw
d2wi j
dt2
=−
dwi j
dt
+ηrir jD jFj (3.2)
with τw = 1000ms and η = 20 setting the time constant and learning rate, respectively; r
specifies the rate of activity; whilst D and F are the short-term plasticity values for short-term
depression and short-term facilitation, respectively.
The short-term plasticity terms are given according to the following coupled dynamical
equations
dD j
dt
=
1−D j
τST D
− r jD jFj (3.3)
dFj
dt
=
U−Fj
τST F
+U
(
1−Fj
)
r j (3.4)
with τST D = 500ms, τST F = 200ms, and U = 0.6, a parameter which sets the steady state
baseline (when r j = 0) for Fj. The steady state baseline for D j is 1.
Finally, the rate of a neuron ri is a function of its excitatory, inhibitory and external
current sources
ri = f
(
Iexci − Iinh + Iexti
)
(3.5)
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The firing rate function is a rectified linear unit of the form
f (I) = [ρ (I− ε)]+ = max{0,ρ (I− ε)} (3.6)
where ρ and ε are constants. The excitatory current and the global inhibitory current is given
as follows
d
dt
Iexci =−
Iexci
τexc
+∑
j
wi jr jD jFj (3.7)
d
dt
Iinh =− I
inh
τ inh
+winh ∑
j
r jD jFj (3.8)
with the time constants set as τexc = τ inh = 10ms, and the global inhibitory weight set to
winh = 1. One should note here that including the same STP terms in both the excitatory
and inhibitory neurons may be biologically unrealistic. This is due to short-term plasticity
occurring at the synapses, but the excitatory and inhibitory synapses are different in each
neuron.
Conversion to Discrete Time
In order to simulate the above set of differential equations, they are first converted into
discrete time equations.1 For this Euler’s method is used (Chapra, Canale, et al., 2010).
Time constants and discrete time steps were checked to ensure stability upon implementation.
Given some first order differential equation of the form
dy
dt
= f (t,y) (3.9)
an estimate can be made for the value of y at time step ti+1 given the value and slope of y at ti
yi+1 = yi + f (ti,yi)δ (3.10)
where δ = ti+1−ti is some small finite step size. Thus, one can solve the first order differential
of Equation 4.7 for instance in a discrete manner as follows
F jt+1 = F
j
t +

(
U−F jt
)
τST F
+U
(
1−F jt
)
r jt
δ (3.11)
1This method of discretisation is also followed for the models developed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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For second order differential equations, one can simplify things down to solving for two
coupled first order differential equations and solving each in the same way as above. Thus,
for a second order differential equation of the form
d2y
dt2
=
dy
dt
+ f (t,y) (3.12)
we let dydt = z so that
dz
dt
= z+ f (t,y) (3.13)
Solving these two first order differentials for discrete time as before provides us with the
solution
zi+1 = zi +[zi + f (ti,yi)]δ (3.14)
yi+1 = yi + ziδ (3.15)
Haga and Fukai’s model has only a single second order differential, given by Equation
3.2. Thus, to solve Equation 3.2 in discrete time, we let
dwi j
dt
= ∆i j (3.16)
so that
τw
d∆i j
dt
=−∆i j +ηrir jD jFj (3.17)
which gives us the two first order differential equations we need to generate the discrete time
version of Equation 3.2. Applying the discrete time solution to these then provides us with
the following
∆
i j
t+1 = ∆
i j
t +
1
τw
[
−∆i jt +ηritr
j
t D
j
t F
j
t
]
δ (3.18)
wi jt+1 = w
i j
t +∆
i j
t δ (3.19)
It is important to note that these are approximations, and intuitively it can be seen that
the accuracy of these approximations relies on the step size δ . To get a more rigorous
understanding of the error that can arise in the discrete solutions, we can use the definition of
the Taylor expansion (Chapra, Canale, et al., 2010)
f (ti+1) = f (ti)+
d f (ti)
dt
δ +
1
2!
d2 f (ti)
dt2
δ
2 + · · ·+ 1
n!
dn f (ti)
dtn
δ
n (3.20)
If we were to ignore any higher order terms, say n and beyond, then the truncation error as a
result of this would be on the order of δ n. For a first order differential, we ignore any second
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order terms and higher to yield the following
f (ti+1) = f (ti)+
d f (ti)
dt
δ −O(δ 2) (3.21)
where O(δ 2) is the truncation error, on the order of δ 2, as a result of the approximation.
For a second order differential, we notice that one takes two steps in δ , and thus Equation
3.20 becomes
f (ti+2) = f (ti)+
d f (ti)
dt
2δ +
1
2
d2 f (ti)
dt2
(2δ )2−O(δ 3) (3.22)
But importantly we see in this instance that the truncation error is on the order of O(δ 3).
Hence, one can get a sense as to how step size can influence the degree of error that could
accumulate in the discrete approximations.
Results of Re-implementation
The simulation was run according to the system of equations above with the 500 neurons,
for a total simulation time of 4 seconds in discrete time steps of 0.5ms. Given the smallest
time constant in the system of equations above is 10ms, a step size of 0.5ms was deemed
reasonable to avoid large approximation errors.
For the first 10ms of the simulation, an external current of 5 units was input into the first
10 neurons, with indices i < 10, eliciting a forward sequence of activity (Figure 3.4). At
t = 3s, another 5 units of external current was input into the middle 10 neurons, with indices
244 < i < 255, initiating a reversed direction sequence of activity (Figure 3.4). These results,
allowing for slight differences in simulation step sizes, are qualitatively similar to the results
presented in (Haga and Fukai, 2018). Furthermore, as in (Haga and Fukai, 2018), Figure
3.5 shows the effect of weight asymmetries as a consequence of the forward sequence of
activity. These results, which are in accordance with the results of Haga and Fukai’s, suggest
the re-implementation of the neuron model is valid.
Network Instability
Haga and Fukai showed only the results following a single forward sequence followed by a
single reverse sequence. It is sensible to ask, therefore, what would happen under a second
(or more) forward/reverse sequence of activity. Figure 3.6 displays the activity of the network
after applying the same external inputs as in Figure 3.4 immediately following the point for
which the first simulation ends. As previously, the forward sequence is initiated following an
external input, with the notable difference that the rates have increased and the speed with
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Fig. 3.4 Top: The results of simulating the linear recurrent model of Haga and Fukai (Haga
and Fukai, 2018). Shown here is the activity of a network of 500 neurons. At t=0s, the first
10 neurons are stimulated initiating a sequence of activity that travels along the 500 neurons.
Then at t=3s, the middle 10 neurons are stimulated. Due to the specific synaptic learning
rules of the model, the synaptic weights are stronger in the reverse direction to the initial
sequence of activity. This causes the activity to travel backwards – a ‘reverse replay’ event.
Bottom: The equivalent results as published in Haga and Fukai’s original paper, extracted
from (Haga and Fukai, 2018).
which activity travels through the network has likewise increased. This is due to the increase
in weight changes induced by the previous activity.
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Fig. 3.5 Top: Figure showing the weight change that occurred on neuron #250, between
t=0s and t=3s in Figure 3.4. I.e. the effects of weight changes after the forward sequence
of activity. Notice that the weight changes between neuron #250 and neurons with indices
smaller than it are larger than those between between neuron #250 and those with larger
indices. This larger, asymmetric weight change in the reverse is the reason for the backward
sequence of activity occurring at t=3s in Figure 3.4. Bottom: Similar results shown by Haga
and Fukai in their original study, extracted from (Haga and Fukai, 2018).
Following the initiation of the reversed sequence, it becomes clear here that the network
has become unstable. As before, excitation of the centre neurons initiates a sequence of
activity that travels in the reverse. The activity is so strong, however, that it eventually spreads
throughout the network which results in a second, uninitiated, forward sequence of activity.
Figure 3.7 displays the change of weights following the second forward sequence of
activity. Whereas previously (Figure 3.5) the max weight change was at 220%, the max
weight change in the second instance is 820%. It is thus reasonable to ask whether the learning
rule used in this network is inherently unstable, with weight changes increasing exponentially
and without bound. Recall that the synaptic learning rule for this model is given by Equation
3.2, which is a modified Hebbian learning rule. Yet, since all of η ,ri,r j,D j,Fj ≥ 0, this
learning rule contains the same instabilities of the standard Hebbian learning rule, such that
weight changes are non-negative leading to uncontrolled growth (Dayan and Abbott, 2001, p.
284).
This instability would be a problem in particular if this network were to be embodied and
used in a robot, since one would expect the robot to traverse the same or similar paths multiple
times, and hence multiple reactivations of the same sequences. Despite this, Haga and Fukai
have extended their model to a simple agent performing spatial navigation tasks, without
having these same instabilities. They do this by both increasing and decreasing drastically the
time constant and learning rate of Equation 3.2, respectively, and re-normalising the synaptic
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weights when the sums grow beyond unity. This fix is not wholly satisfactory however, due to
the biological implausibility of re-normalisation. Hence, we next turn to a model by Pang and
Fairhall, who show that reverse replays can initiate without the need for synaptic plasticity.
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Fig. 3.6 Following immediately from the end point of Figure 3.4 at t=4s, and applying the
same inputs as in Figure 3.4 at t=4s and t=7s. Due to the large weight changes induced by
the previous activity, the rates are high and activity propagates much quicker. Importantly,
the network becomes unstable at around t=7.1s, in which the high rates of activity causes a
second and unwanted forward sequence of activity.
Fig. 3.7 The change in weights between neuron #250 and the rest of the neurons, this time
taken between points t=0s (Figure 3.4) and t=7s (Figure 3.6). The weight changes in this
instance are more than double those in Figure 3.5, indicating the possibility of exponentially
increasing weight changes.
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3.2.2 Extracting Intrinsic Plasticity from Pang and Fairhall (2019)
Pang and Fairhall (2019) offered another solution to the problem of how hippocampal replays
might emerge, by employing the phenomenon of intrinsic plasticity. Intrinsic plasticity is
described as the ability of a neuron, following a period of increased activity, to then increase
heterosynaptic long-term potentiations in that cell (Zhang and Linden, 2003; Hyun et al.,
2015), so that regardless of which pre-synaptic neuron(s) initiated the cell’s activity, all
synapses on that cell (or local regions of the cell, such as a dendritic branch) are long-term
potentiated.
The approach taken by Pang and Fairhall, in their spiking neuron model, was to increase
the potential for a neuron whose intrinsic plasticity had been increased due to it being
recently active. This increased the intrinsic potentiation for that cell, making it more likely
to fire in response to synaptic inputs. This ultimately had the effect of generating reverse
replays following a spatial trajectory. Though they produced results for a network of leaky
integrate-and-fire neurons with conductance-based synapses, they also developed a reduced
spiking model. For ease of understanding then, their reduced model is described here. In
the reduced model, which is a network of all-to-all connected neurons similar to Haga and
Fukai’s (so that weights between neurons are dependent on the spatial distance between
them), they specify that for neuron i, its voltage would obey the following dynamics,
vi(t) = ∑
j
wi js j(t−1)+ Igi σi + I
ext
i (t) (3.23)
where wi j is the weight connecting neuron j to neuron i, s j(t− 1) is 1 if neuron j spiked
at time t − 1 and 0 otherwise, and Iiext is an external current input. Intrinsic plasticity is
represented as σi, with I
g
i being a gated current input that was a constant current injection
throughout. If vi(t) exceeds some threshold voltage vthresh, then neuron i spikes, enters a
refractory period and then is reset. Hence, as intrinsic plasticity increases, the neuron is taken
closer to spiking threshold. For computing intrinsic plasticity, they used a Sigmoidal function
with lower and upper limits of 1 and 2,
σi = 1+
1
1+ exp
[
−β (rmaxi − rσ )
] (3.24)
where β and rσ are constants that determine the shape of the Sigmoid, whilst rmaxi is the
maximum firing rate that the neuron experiences over a given trial. The gating input, Igi , is
absent during the encoding stage, but is turned on after encoding. With the gating input on,
pairs of neurons that have stronger connections (and are hence close to one another in space)
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and who have higher levels of σi (and hence were active during the encoding stage) are more
likely to pass on their activity, giving rise therefore to replay events.
In order to prevent replays reversing on themselves, the refractory period following a
spike was important, ensuring the replay travelled in a single direction only. But Haga
and Fukai’s short-term plasticity approach performed a similar function. The model of
hippocamapal replay developed for MiRo was deemed to be most suitable using continuous
rate based, rather than spiking based, neurons. Hence, refractory periods were not a suitable
option for enabling controlled replays. This led to the development of combining Haga and
Fukai’s short-term plasticity rule with Pang and Fairhall’s intrinsic plasticity mechanism.
Chapter 4 describes this model in full.
3.3 Hippocampal Replay for Robotic Applications
The models reviewed here are computational models with the primary intent of replicating
experimental findings. But, as seen above, each on their own does not prove immediately
useful for robotic applications. Furthermore, they all require place cell representations
readily available prior to replay, and offer no useful outputs post-replay, for instance in
modulating behaviour. What could be missing then is a unified model of place cell, or
state, representations at the input end of a hippocampal replay model, and a means for
action-selection improvement at the output end.2
Though a few recent studies are worth mentioning here that could integrate well with
hippocampal replay. On the place cell representation end, the first is a biologically inspired
SLAM algorithm, or RatSLAM, developed by Milford, Wyeth, and Prasser (2004), which
has proven effective at capturing state representations in the form of ‘pose cells’. With an
accurate map represented in the form cell values, this offers itself as a candidate for replay
models based upon neural networks. Alternatively, Byrne, Becker, and Burgess (2007)
model hippocampal place cells, boundary vector cells and head direction cells, all neuro-
physiological features of the hippocampal region (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971b; Taube,
1998), which could provide a more biologically plausible model of place cell representations,
whilst Jauffret, Cuperlier, and Gaussier (2015) have recently developed a model of grid cells
(Hafting et al., 2005) and place cells that was successfully applied for spatial navigation in a
robot.
2The replay model developed for MiRo attempts to address the latter issue, on how hippocampal replay
may modulate behaviour, but does not attempt to address the former issue of place cell emergence. More is
discussed regarding this in Chapter 6.
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For action-selection improvement, the first is a DynaQ neural network algorithm de-
veloped by Aubin, Khamassi, and Girard (2018), which is a reinforcement learning model
using Q-learning and the Dyna algorithm. It too is composed of a neural network that
represents states, but pairs the states with (discrete) actions. They indeed integrated a version
of hippocampal replay and showed that where Q-values could not converge online due to
similarities in state values, they could however converge offline via ‘random’ hippocampal
replays. The deep Q-network (DQN) of Mnih et al. (2015), in a similar fashion to the DynaQ
neural network, utilized experience replays, which is conducted by selecting from a random
uniform distribution groupings of state, action, reward and next state experiences. A list
of experiences could then be denoted by Dt = {e1, ...,et} with et = (st ,at ,rt ,s′t) being an
individual experience, and applying the Q-learning update for each erand ∼U(D) where U(·)
is the uniform distribution. But both these algorithms suffer from perhaps one minor issue,
in that Q-values here are learned for a discrete set of actions. Though perhaps rectifiable, this
could prove problematic for states that are represented continuously.
Recent work by Mattar and Daw (2018) developed a Q-learning based reinforcement
learning model that prioritizes Bellman backups. Such a prioritization (for which something
similar is found in the model by Aubin, Khamassi, and Girard (2018) and termed prioritized
sweeping) determines whether the agent should prioritize the evaluation of upcoming deci-
sions, or whether to perform updates in order to capture newly learned information about
a reward. Prioritization of the former increases the number of forward replays, whilst for
the latter reverse replays become more prominent. In this way, the model favours forward
replays at the start of a trial, whilst reverse replays are favoured at the end of a trial – effects
similar to that found with hippocampal replay (Diba and Buzsáki, 2007).
Another challenge for robotics is the number of trials required for reinforcement learning
algorithms to properly converge. This was a problem addressed by Vasilaki, Frémaux,
et al. (2009) (see also (Richmond et al., 2011)) in a spike-based model of hippocampal
place cells for a reinforcement learning Morris water maze task. They showed that whereas
policy-gradient methods require either a high number of learning trials (due to small learning
rates) or cause noisy eligibility traces (when learning rates are high), their model could
account for effective learning within a small number of trials, as is found experimentally
with rats. Interestingly, they modelled “action cells”, which could possibly be found in the
basal ganglia as an action selection mechanism (Redgrave, Prescott, and Gurney, 1999), and
further, unlike the models discussed above, they were able to represent actions and states as
continuous, rather than discrete. Yet importantly for our discussion here, they did not employ
hippocampal replay. The model developed for MiRo will advance the model of Vasilaki,
Frémaux, et al. (2009) by augmenting it with hippocampal replay (see Chapter 5).
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Hippocampal replay could offer another means to achieve the low number of learning
trials required – learning is done “offline" as (perhaps noisy) repetitions of previous experi-
ence. This could therefore offer an effective and highly efficient mechanism that converges
state-action values “offline", which could prove useful for robotic learning, as well as offer
bioinspired learning mechanisms for biomimetic robotics.
Chapter 4
Developing a Model of Hippocampal
Replay in the MiRo Robot
Presented in this chapter is a hippocampal CA3 inspired, continuous rate-based network
model of reverse replay implemented on a simulated version of the biomimetic robot MiRo
(Mitchinson and Prescott, 2016). The work here is largely based on a recently accepted
submission to the International Conference on Biomimetic and Biohybrid Systems (Online,
July 29 - 30, 2020). See (Whelan, Prescott, and Vasilaki, in press).
Reverse replays in this model occur as a consequence of two modes of transient neural
states. The first is due to the implementation of a time decaying model of intrinsic plasticity.
Intrinsic plasticity is the ability of a cell to increase heterosynaptic long-term potentiation
of post-synaptic potentials following recent activity (Zhang and Linden, 2003; Hyun et al.,
2015), and has recently been proposed as a potential mechanism for the occurrence of reverse
replays by Pang and Fairhall (2019). The second transient neural state implementation is in
short-term plasticity, which acts to ensure unidirectional, stable replays, developed by Haga
and Fukai (2018). This is due to short-term depression suppressing synaptic currents after a
given amount of continuous firing, thus preventing unbounded synaptic transmissions.
As described in the previous chapter, these components from each of the two models are
selected to overcome the shortcomings in the other. For instance, Haga and Fukai’s model
employs short-term plasticity in order that replays are unidirectional, but requires long-term
plasticity for learning memory traces which can lead to instabilities. Pang and Fairhall’s
model meanwhile employs intrinsic plasticity rather than synaptic plasticity for learning
memory traces, thus overcoming the network instabilities of Haga and Fukai, but requires
refractory periods in their spiking neurons to ensure unidirectional replays. Refractory
periods are difficult to employ in a network of continuous rate neurons, thus short-term
plasticity provides a suitable substitute for solving this issue.
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The details of the model are presented first, which includes a description of the network
architecture and its dynamics. Following this, a description of the experimental setup used
to test the model on the MiRo is given, followed by a presentation of the results from the
experiment. Finally, a detailed discussion of the model and the experimental results is
provided.
4.1 Model Details
4.1.1 Network Architecture
The network consists of 100 rate-based neurons representing place cells, arranged in a grid
of size 10× 10, each of which has its place fields spread evenly across an open circular
environment. Each cell forms a bidirectional and symmetric synaptic connection to its 8
nearest neighbours, with all weights fixed at a value of 1. Figure 4.1 gives an example of the
network architecture for a subset of cells.
4.1.2 Network Dynamics
The rate for each place cell neuron, represented by x j, is given as a linearly rectified rate with
upper and lower bounds of 0Hz and 100Hz,
x
′
j = α
(
I j− ε
)
x j =

0 if x
′
j < 0
100 if x
′
j > 100
x
′
j otherwise
(4.1)
where α and ε are constants. I j is the cell’s activity, which evolves according to time decaying
first order dynamics,
τI
d
dt
I j =−I j +ψ jIsynj + I
place
j − I
inh (4.2)
where τI is the time constant, I
syn
j is the synaptic inputs from the cell’s neighbouring neurons,
and Iplacej is the place specific input calculated as per a normal distribution of MiRo’s position
from the place field’s centre point. ψ j represents the place cell’s intrinsic plasticity, as
discussed above and detailed further below. Iinh is a global inhibitory input.
Each place cell has associated with it a place field in the environment defined by its
centre point and width, with place fields distributed evenly across the environment (100 in
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Fig. 4.1 The simulated environment used to test the model with the MiRo robot (see Section
4.2.1). The network architecture consists of a 10x10 array of place cells with place fields
uniformly covering the environment. Bidirectional symmetric connections exist between
each cell’s eight nearest neighbours in space, as shown for a small patch of the environment
here. An example trajectory is shown here, in which MiRo begins at the start position in A,
passes through location B and ends in the goal location at C.
total). As stated, the place specific input, Iplacej , is computed from a two-dimensional normal
distribution determined by MiRo’s distance from the place field’s centre point,
Iplacej = I
p
maxexp
[
−
(XMiRo−X j)2 +(YMiRo−Y j)2
2d2
]
(4.3)
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where Ipmax determines the max value for the place cell input. (XMiRo,YMiRo) represents
MiRo’s (x,y) coordinate position in the environment, whilst (X j,Yj) is the location of the
place field’s centre point. The term d in the denominator is a constant that determines the
width of the place field’s distribution. In this case, d is chosen to be 0.1m, which ensures
overlapping of place fields with nearest neighbours only.
The synaptic inputs, Isynj , are computed as a sum over neighbouring synaptic inputs
modulated by the effects of short-term depression and facilitation, Dk and Fk respectively,
Isynj = λ
8
∑
k=1
wplacejk xkDkFk (4.4)
where wplacejk is the weight projecting from place cell k onto place cell j. In this model, all
these weights are fixed at a value of 1. λ takes on a value of 0 or 1 dependent on whether
MiRo is exploring (λ = 0) or is at the reward (λ = 1). This therefore prevents there being
any synaptic transmissions during exploration, but not whilst MiRo is at the reward (the point
in which reverse replays occur). Whilst not biologically realistic, this two-stage approach
can be found in similar models as a means to separate an encoding stage during exploration
from a retrieval stage (Saravanan et al., 2015), and was a key feature of some of the early
associative memory models (Hopfield, 1982). Experimental evidence also supports this
two-stage process due to the effects of acetylcholine. Acetylcholine levels have been shown
to be high during exploration but drop during rest (Kametani and Kawamura, 1990), whilst
acetlycholine itself has the effect of suppressing the recurrent synaptic transmissions in the
hippocampal CA3 region (Hasselmo, Schnell, and Barkai, 1995).
The inhibitory input, Iinhi , is a global term given as a summation of the whole network’s
activity,
d
dt
Iinh =− I
inh
τ inh
+winh ∑
j
r jD jFj (4.5)
Dk and Fk in Equation 4.4 are respectively the short-term depression and short-term
facilitation terms, and for each place cell these are computed as (as in (Haga and Fukai,
2018), but see (Tsodyks, Pawelzik, and Markram, 1998; Vasilaki and Giugliano, 2014;
Esposito, Giugliano, and Vasilaki, 2015)),
d
dt
Dk =
1−Dk
τST D
− xkDkFk (4.6)
d
dt
Fk =
U−Fk
τST F
+U (1−Fk)xk (4.7)
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where τST D and τST F are the time constants, and U is a constant representing the steady-state
value for short-term facilitation when there is no neuron activity (xk = 0). Dk and Fk each
take on values in the range [0,1]. Notice that when xk > 0, short-term depression is driven
steadily towards 0, whereas short-term facilitation is driven steadily upwards towards 1.
Turning finally to the intrinsic plasticity term in Equation 4.2, represented by ψ j. Its
behaviour, as observed in Equation 4.2, is to heterosynaptically scale all incoming synaptic
inputs. To model intrinsic plasticity in (Pang and Fairhall, 2019), a heuristically developed
sigmoid whose output was determined as a function of the neuron’s rate was used, but it
did not have time decaying dynamics. Given our robot often travels across most of the
environment, we needed a time decaying form of intrinsic plasticity to avoid potentiating all
cells in the network. The simplest form of time decaying intrinsic plasticity is therefore,
d
dt
ψ j =
ψss−ψ j
τψ
+
ψmax−1
1+ exp
[
−β (x j− xψ)
] (4.8)
with again, τψ being its time constant, and ψss being a constant that determines the steady
state value for when the sigmoidal term on the right is 0. All of ψmax, β and xψ are constants
that determine the shape of the sigmoid. Since ψ j could potentially grow beyond the value
of ψmax, we restrict ψ j so that if ψ j > ψmax, then ψ j is set to ψmax.
In order to initiate a replay event then, place cell inputs as computed using Equation (4.3)
need inputting for only a short time period. Due to the effects of the intrinsic plasticity and
increased synaptic connectivity within the recurrent hippocampal network, this initiates a
fast replay of the most recent place cell trajectory, as shall be shown next.
4.1.3 Model Parameters
The model parameters used across the experiments are given in Table 4.1 below.
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Parameter Value
α 1C−1
ε 2A
τI 0.05s
Ipmax 50A
d 0.1m
λ 0 or 1, see text
τ inh 0.05s
inh 0.1
τST D 1.5s
τST F 1s
U 0.6
ψss 0.1
ψmax 4
τψ 10s
β 1
xψ 10Hz
Table 4.1 Model parameter values used in the experiments for hippocampal reverse replays.
4.2 Experimental Setup and Results
4.2.1 MiRo Robot and the Testing Environment
For testing the model, it is implemented using a simulated version of the MiRo robot (Figure
4.2). The MiRo robot, a commercially available robot developed by Consequential Robotics
in partnership with the University of Sheffield, is a biomimetic robot whose design has
been inspired by biology, psychology and neuroscience. For mobility it is differentially
driven, whilst for sensing only its front facing sonar is used for the detection of approaching
walls and objects, though there are a number of additional available sensing options. The
Gazebo physics engine is used to perform simulations, where the readily available open-arena
environment is used (Figure 4.1). It is run using the Kinetic Kame distribution of the Robot
Operating System (ROS). Full specifications for the MiRo robot, including instructions for
simulator setup, can be found on the MiRo documentation web page (Consequential Robotics,
2019).
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Fig. 4.2 The biomimetic MiRo robot is differentially driven and has a number of sensing
options, though for this experiment only the sonar sensor, located in MiRo’s nose, is used for
detecting walls. Whilst it is available both in physical form and simulated form, for ease of
experimental setup, the simulated version of MiRo is used for testing our network model.
4.2.2 Searching for a Hidden Reward
The model is run on the MiRo robot in a simulated open arena environment, having a diameter
of 2m (Figure 4.1) and using simulation time steps of 10ms. Model equations are discretised
using the Euler method with time steps of ∆t = 10ms to match the simulated time steps.1
From a random start location, MiRo is left to freely explore its environment via a basic
implementation of a random walk, with the goal of finding a hidden reward. It is worth
noting that in biology, rodents often take better characterised paths when performing search
strategies (Vouros et al., 2018). For instance, they can often concentrate their searches in
target areas, scan across an environment efficiently, or stick to walls (Vouros et al., 2018).
For simplicity however, these have not been implemented in the robot. This random walk
is the active exploration phase, and during this phase the network rates are driven solely
by the place specific inputs with no recurrent synaptic transmissions. There is no synaptic
plasticity implemented in this experiment, and so all weights, wi j, are fixed at a value of 1.
Figures 4.3A and 4.3B show the activity of the network during active exploration. Due to the
distribution of the place-specific input, no more than 4 cells are active at any one time, though
most often this amounts to no more than 2 or 3 cells being simultaneously active. This sparse
representation during exploration provides a neural representation of space. Neurons that
become active due to the place specific input then undergo increases in intrinsic plasticity,
decaying exponentially (according to Equation 4.8) when activity in the neuron drops.
1Full code for the model (using Python 2.7) can be found at https://github.com/mattdoubleu/robotic_
reverse_replay.
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Fig. 4.3 Rates (top plots) and intrinsic plasticities (bottom plots) for the 10x10 network are
shown here for the locations marked in the trajectory of Figure 4.1. These are: A) MiRo is
at the start location. The numbered boxes ranging from 1 to 14 here represent all cells that
were active during the exploration phase and the temporal order in which they fired during
exploration (i.e. cell 1 fired first, cell 14 last). Note however that at the start point, only the
first 4 cells were active. B) MiRo is exploring the environment. C) MiRo has reached the
reward and reverse replays are being initiated. The arrow indicates the temporal order of
firing during this replay event.
Upon reaching the hidden reward location, MiRo pauses and enters the quiescent reward
phase. Place specific inputs are computed using Equation 4.3 and are input into the network
via pulses of 0.1s-ON and 1.9s-OFF. Recall that during this phase, recurrent synaptic conduc-
tances are allowed. Due to the increase in synaptic recurrent conductance and post-synaptic
activity being scaled by the intrinsic plasticity, activity propagates quickly through the net-
work, reinstating the most recently active cells in a temporally reversed order to that seen
during exploration. Figure 4.3C shows the activity of the network midway through a replay
event. Notice the trace in the intrinsic plasticity plots, which transiently stores the most
recent sequence of activity in the network and provides the mechanism for faithful replays of
the recent trajectory. In this instance, many more cells are found to be simultaneously active,
but their time points for peak activity retain the temporal ordering seen during exploration
(Figure 4.4).
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Fig. 4.4 A time course plot of the cell rates for the cells indexed in Figure 4.3A. The lower
and upper limits in each box plot is 0Hz and 100Hz. Plots on the left show the activities
during exploration, occurring over a time period of approximately 12s. The plots on the
right show the activity during a reverse replay event. Note that Figures 4.3A, B and C are
snapshots of the network’s activity at times 0s, 5s and 15.8s, respectively.
In order to provide a more detailed comparison of the network’s activity during the
exploration phase versus the quiescent phase in which reverse replays occur, Figure 4.4
displays a time course plot of the rates for the 14 cells that were active during exploration in
Figure 4.3A. It is clear in Figure 4.4 that the temporal ordering of cell firing during a reverse
replay event is preserved in comparison to the ordering during exploration.
4.2.3 Removing intrinsic plasticity
To show the effects of removing intrinsic plasticity from the model, σi is set to 1 for all cells
and the model is run once more on a similar trajectory (Figure 4.5). In this instance, rather
than a direct replay of the recent trajectory, the activity in the network displays a divergent
replay event across the whole network from the point of initiation. This effect was similarly
seen in the model of Haga and Fukai (2018), who assumed a similar network architecture
to this one but did not model intrinsic plasticity. This shows that the intrinsic plasticity
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Fig. 4.5 Example of a replay event without intrinsic plasticity, where σi = 1 for all neurons.
A similar trajectory as in Figures 4.1/4.3 is taken here, with reverse replay events initiated at
the same location. The heat maps, from left to right, show the temporal ordering of network
activity during a replay event. As intrinsic plasticity is homogeneous across the network,
there is no preferential trajectory for the sequence of cell activities to follow. As such a
divergent wave propagates across the whole network from the point of initiation.
is important for restricting the replay event to the previously experienced trajectory only.
However, divergent replays could have potential benefits in the learning of goal-oriented
paths (see Section 4.3 below).
4.3 Analysing the Model and Results
The model of a hippocampal CA3 inspired network presented here produces fast reverse
replays of recently active place cell trajectories. Whilst the network connectivity remains
static and symmetric, the implementation of intrinsic plasticity produces asymmetries in the
network that amplifies incoming synaptic currents, enabling activity to travel through the
network along a trajectory determined by levels of intrinsic plasticity. Intrinsic plasticity
was first introduced as a potential mechanism for hippocampal replays by Pang and Fairhall
(2019), but as we are running the model on the MiRo robot, for which it can very quickly
cover a whole area, time decaying dynamics have had to be included so that the whole
network does not become intrinsically potentiated. Given only a subset of the network
becomes potentiated by intrinsic plasticity (i.e. those cells most recently active), this creates
a certain level of sparsity in the network, and is interesting to compare with a previous
computational model of replay dynamics by Chenkov, Sprekeler, and Kempter (2017) who
showed that sparsity in their network was important for generating effective and controlled
replays. Yet, whilst they achieved sparsity by changing the number of synaptic connections,
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here it is achieved through intrinsic plasticity changes. These results nonetheless point
towards a level of sparsity that is important for specific and controlled replays.
Another important component in this model for generating stable propagations of replay
sequences is short-term plasticity effects, first shown by Haga and Fukai (2018) in their
reverse replay model. It is perhaps a useful analogy to consider short term plasticity in this
instance having the effect of a ‘refractory period’ for activity propagation, in that it prevents
further transmission of activity after a given amount of continuous activity. Refractory
periods have been shown in previous models to ensure stable, unidirectional replays (Jahnke,
Timme, and Memmesheimer, 2015; Pang and Fairhall, 2019). However, implementing
refractory periods requires a model of spiking neurons, and so modelling short-term plasticity
lends itself to rate-based implementations of replay. This is of course particularly useful
in real-time robotic applications where spiking neuron models may be computationally
inefficient. But short-term plasticity could have a more interesting property during reverse
replays. Haga and Fukai (2018) showed that short-term plasticity could generate reversed
synaptic weight changes. This enables reverse replays to strengthen synaptic traces in the
forwards direction, despite the replay event occurring in the reverse. Thus, whilst their
model produced divergent replay events similar to that seen here when intrinsic plasticity
is removed, the reversed synaptic potentiations proved useful in generating synaptic traces
towards a goal location, even if particular place cells had not been active during exploration.
These could prove useful if, for instance, the network connectivity provides a neural map of
the environment. Replays could then provide a means to explore trajectories towards goal
locations even for trajectories that have never been physically explored.
A third component of the model that was necessary for appropriately timed replays was
the implementation of a two-stage dynamic, which prevented the network from transmitting
recurrent synaptic currents during the exploration phase, but allowed synaptic transmission
during the quiescent reward phase (where MiRo sat quietly at the reward location). This
was based on findings that suggest different levels of acetylcholine during active exploration
and sleep states (Kametani and Kawamura, 1990), which alters CA3 synaptic conductances
(Hasselmo, Schnell, and Barkai, 1995) – higher levels of acetylcholine inhibit synaptic
conductance. However, what is not clear is that acetylcholine levels drop significantly
enough during the quiescent reward state for which reverse replays occur, given it follows
immediately after exploration (Foster and Wilson, 2006). Whilst levels of acetylcholine have
been found to change quickly on the time scale of a few seconds, at least in the prefrontal
cortex (Parikh et al., 2007), it is unclear as to whether this occurs in the hippocampal CA3
region. What is perhaps interesting to note, however, is that cholinergic stimulation, which
leads to an increase in acetylcholine, has been shown to suppress hippocampal sharp-wave
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ripples yet promote theta oscillations (Vandecasteele et al., 2014). Given theta activity is
found to co-occur with exploratory states (Vanderwolf, 1969), whilst replays occur usually
during sharp-wave ripple events (Diba and Buzsáki, 2007), this suggests that for reverse
replays to arise, acetylcholine levels must phasically drop during a quiescent reward state to
enable sharp-wave ripples.
Chapter 5
Employing Reverse Replays in a Robotic
Reinforcement Learning Task
Presented here is a unification of the hippocampal reverse replay model presented in Chapter
4 with a hippocampal-striatal inspired reinforcement learning model. The reinforcement
learning (RL) model is based on the spiking neuron model of Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al. (2009).
However, the synaptic learning rule derived in Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al. (2009) has here been
re-derived for continuous rate neurons, such that a novel learning rule has been developed.
The newly developed learning rule offers interesting properties that is later compared with
the action selection hypothesis of the basal ganglia.
This chapter is broken down as follows: First, background material relating to RL is
re-introduced but also extends upon the discussion in the Introduction (Chapter 1). This
is followed by a short review of three-factor learning rules and synaptic eligibility traces,
mechanisms for which the original RL model of Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al. (2009) is based
upon. It is then contrasted with the hypothesis of hippocampal replay’s involvement in RL.
Following this background material is a description of the complete details of the model.
This description includes a model of action cells that intend to represent striatal cells, but
does not include the hippocampal replay model where the reader is referred to Chapter 4 for
those details. The developed model is tested again with MiRo and in the same environment
as in that of Chapter 4, but this time MiRo is tasked with learning the location of a hidden
goal. Performance is compared both with and without reverse replays, in order to show the
effect reverse replays have on performance. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the
model.
It is perhaps worth noting that the content of this chapter is currently in preparation for a
journal paper submission.
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5.1 Background
Though the neurobiology of RL has largely centred on the role of dopamine as a reward-
prediction error signal (Schultz, 1998; Redgrave, Vautrelle, et al., 2017), there are still
questions surrounding how brain regions might coordinate with dopamine release for effec-
tive learning. Particularly given the fact that dopamine is released at the point of reward
administration, which typically follows the behaviour that led to the reward. Another way
to state this problem is as follows: Behavioural timescales evolve over seconds, perhaps
longer, whilst the timescales for synaptic plasticities in mechanisms such as spike-timing
dependent plasticity (STDP) evolve over milliseconds (Bi and Poo, 1998) – how does the
nervous system bridge these time differentials so that rewarded behaviour is reinforced at the
level of synaptic plasticities?
Three-Factor Learning Rules and Synaptic Eligibility Traces
One recent hypothesis as an explanation to this problem has been in three-factor learning
rules (Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al., 2009; Richmond et al., 2011; Frémaux and Gerstner, 2016;
Gerstner et al., 2018). In the three-factor learning rule hypothesis, learning at synapses occurs
only in the presence of a third factor, with the first and second factors being the typical pre-
and post-synaptic activities. This can be stated in a general form as follows,
d
dt
wi j = η f (x j)g(yi)M3rd(t) (5.1)
where η is the learning rate, x j represents a pre-synaptic neuron with index j, yi a post-
synaptic neuron with index i, and f (·) and g(·) being functions mapping respectively the
pre- and post-synaptic neuron activities. M3rd(t) represents the third factor, which here is
not specific to the neuron indices i and j and is therefore a global term. This third factor
is speculated to represent a neuromodulatory signal, which in this case is best thought of
as a dopamine, or more generally a reward, signal. Equation 5.1 in its current form still
appears to possess the problem stated above, of how learning can occur for neurons that
were co-active prior to the introduction of the third factor. To solve this, a synaptic eligibility
trace is introduced, which is a time-decaying form of the pre- and post-synaptic activities
(Gerstner et al., 2018),
d
dt
ei j =−
ei j
τe
+η f (x j)g(yi)
d
dt
wi j = ei jM3rd(t)
(5.2)
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The eligibility trace time constant, τe, modulates how far back in time two neurons were
co-active for in order for learning to occur – the larger τe is, the more of the behavioural time
history will be learned and therefore reinforced. To effectively learn behavioural sequences
over the time course of seconds then, τe is set to be in the range of a few seconds (Gerstner
et al., 2018). Work conducted by Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al. (2009) successfully applied such a
learning mechanism in a spiking network model for a simulated agent learning to navigate in
a Morris water maze task, in which they used a value of 5s for τe.
Hippocampal Replay as an Alternative?
But there might be an alternative hypothesis within the three-factor learning rule framework
to synapse-specific eligibility traces for learning on the order of behavioural timescales, via
the phenomenon of hippocampal replay. It was the original experiment by Foster and Wilson
(2006) that began the speculations that hippocampal reverse replays might be significantly
involved in RL. Since reverse replays occur immediately after reaching a reward, and replays
the most immediate experience (Diba and Buzsáki, 2007), it has been speculated that reverse
replays, coupled with phasic dopamine release, might be such a mechanism to reinforce
behavioural trajectories and thus solving the problem stated above.
Whilst it has been well established that hippocampal neurons project to the nucleus
accumbens (Humphries and Prescott, 2010), the proposal that reverse replays may play an
important role in RL has since received further support. For instance, there are experimental
results showing that reverse replays often co-occur with replays of the ventral striatum
(Pennartz et al., 2004) as well as there being increased activity in the ventral tegmental area
during awake replays (Gomperts, Kloosterman, and Wilson, 2015), which is an important
region for dopamine release. Furthermore, rewards have been shown to modulate the
frequency with which reverse replays occur, such that increased rewards promotes more
reverse replays, whilst decreased rewards suppresses reverse replays (Ambrose, Pfeiffer, and
Foster, 2016).
In terms of theoretical support, the role of hippocampal replays in relation to RL methods,
and particularly the role of replays in speeding up the learning process, has recently been
examined (Johnson and Redish, 2005; Mattar and Daw, 2018; Cazé et al., 2018). Indeed, the
popular RL algorithm Deep-Q Network (Mnih et al., 2015) utilises the concept of “experience
replays”, such that experiences, characterised by state transitions, are stored throughout an
episode and then those experiences are replayed uniformly at random during Q-learning
updates. Interestingly there are instances, such as in a navigational setting similar to the one
we test here, where non-random experience replays that are determined by the magnitudes of
the temporal difference errors performs better than uniform random sampling (Karimpanal
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and Bouffanais, 2018). There is therefore growing experimental and theoretical support
for hippocampal replays playing an active and even central role in RL. This then offers
a complimentary, or potentially an alternative, solution to the synaptic eligibility trace in
solving the problem of learning on behavioural timescales.
5.2 A Hippocampal-Striatal Model
5.2.1 Network Architecture
The network is composed of a layer of 100 bidirectionally connected place cells, which
connects feedforwardly to a layer of 72 action cells via a weight matrix of size 100×72
(Figure 5.1B). The place cells each encode for a specific region of the environment (O’Keefe
and Dostrovsky, 1971a; O’Keefe, 1976), and in this model place cell activities are generated
heuristically using two dimensional normal distributions of activity inputs determined as a
function of MiRo’s position from each place field’s centre point (Figure 5.1A), similar to
other approaches of place cell activity generation (Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al., 2009; Haga and
Fukai, 2018). The action cells are driven by the place cells, with each action cell encoding
for a particular heading that MiRo moves towards – 72 action cells encoding for 360 degrees
means each action cell encodes for 5 degree increments (for simplicity, MiRo’s forward
velocity is kept constant at 0.2m/s).
5.2.2 Hippocampal Place Cells
The network model of place cells is as detailed in Chapter 4, but with one minor modification.
Here, the place cells have from their dynamics the inhibitory inputs of Equation 4.2 removed.
It was found in further analysis that, due to the λ term in Equation 4.4, inhibitory inputs are
not necessary for ensuring stable activity clusters in the network. Appendix A.1 presents an
analysis showing that there is no difference in the performance of the network either during
exploration or reverse replays, with or without inhibition. The updated place cell dynamics
for the network presented in this chapter is therefore,
τI
d
dt
I j =−I j +ψ jIsynj + I
place
j (5.3)
All other dynamics and parameter values are kept the same as in the experiments in Chapter
4. Finally, it is worth reiterating that each place cell encodes for a region in the environment,
and that the rates for each place cell is represented by the notation x j after passing Equation
5.3 through a linear rectifier.
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Fig. 5.1 The testing environment, showing the simulated MiRo robot in a circular arena. A)
Place fields are spread evenly across the environment, with some overlap, and place cell rates
are determined by the normally distributed input computed as a function of MiRo’s distance
from the place field’s centre. B) Place cells (blue, bottom set of neurons) are bidirectionally
connected to their eight nearest neighbours, and each connects feedforwardly to a network of
action cells (red, top set of neurons). In total there are 100 place cells and 72 action cells.
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5.2.3 Striatal Action Cells
The action cell values determine how MiRo moves in the environment. All place cells project
feedforwardly to all action cells, as shown in Figure 5.1B, and recall that there are 72 action
cells so that each action cell represents a 5 degree heading (360o/72). MiRo moves at a
constant forward velocity, whereas the output of the action cells sets a target heading for
MiRo to move in. This target heading is allocentric, in that the heading is relative to the arena.
The activity for each action cell is denoted as yi and the target heading as θtarget . To find the
heading from the action cells, the population vector of the action cell values is computed as
follows,
θtarget = arctan
(
∑i yi sinθi
∑i yi cosθi
)
(5.4)
where θi is the angle coded for by action cell i. It is also possible to compute the magnitude
of the population vector, which denotes how strongly the action cell activities are promoting
a particular heading,
Mtarget =
√√√√(
∑
i
yi sinθi
)2
+
(
∑
i
yi cosθi
)2
(5.5)
The action cells are restricted to take on values between 0 and 1, i.e. yi→ [0,1], with one
useful interpretation for this value being a probability of cell spiking. This of course is
different to the representation of the place cell activities, which is rate-coded, and this change
is due to the nature of how the action cells are computed from the place cells, which we will
turn to shortly.
Though it is most natural in this network setup for the action cells to be computed solely
from the place cell network, doing this is not always that effective, particularly in the early
stages when the network weights are random. The action cells are therefore also computed
not only from the place cell network, but also by a separate module, termed a correlated
random walk module. The reason for this is that the place cell network, particularly in the
early stages of exploration when the weights are randomised, is often unable to make sensible
directional decisions. I.e., with random network weights, the actions that the network chooses
is too random. A simple implementation of a semi-random walk module therefore allows
MiRo to explore the environment sensibly, as opposed to erratically when the randomised
network weights are used. The details of the correlated random walk implementation is
given below. But first we turn to a description of how they are computed from the place cell
network.
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Computing Action Cell Values from Place Cells
As mentioned, the action cells are restricted to taking on values between 0 and 1. This is
because in computing the action cell values from the place cells, the incoming activity is
passed through a sigmoidal activation function with upper and lower limits of 0 and 1,
ỹi =
1
1+ exp
[
−c1 ∑100j=1 wPC-ACi j x j− c2
] (5.6)
with c1 and c2 determining the shape of the sigmoid. wPC-ACi j represents the weight projecting
from place cell j onto action cell i.
It is of course possible to select other types of activation functions for ỹi, and more is
discussed on this output selection in the learning rule derivation below (Section 5.2.4). The
reason for setting the activity as ỹi is that the final activity as computed from the place cell
inputs, termed yPCi , is drawn from a probability distribution that has ỹi as its mean. Using
a probability distribution in this manner has the effect of encouraging MiRo to explore,
as opposed to always selecting the actions computed deterministically from the network.
Formally then, yPCi is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean ỹi and variance σ
2,
Y PCi ∼N
(
ỹi,σ2
)
(5.7)
where Y PCi is a random variable from which a specific value for y
PC
i is chosen.
The action cells as computed by the place cells do not always give strong preferences
for any direction. For instance, at the start of a new experiment, the weights connecting the
place cells to the action cells are randomised. Under these initial randomised conditions,
computing the magnitude of the action cell population vector as per Equation 5.5 usually
gives a very small magnitude. Furthermore, the nature of the randomness results in erratic
behaviour from MiRo if these action cell values were to be chosen. Given this, it is more
sensible under these conditions to compute a desired heading using a less chaotic correlated
random walk method.
Computing Action Cell Values using the Correlated Random Walk Module
To compute the heading as determined by the correlated random walk implementation, a
small but random value, θnoise, is added to MiRo’s current heading,
θrandom_walk = θcurrent +θnoise (5.8)
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where θnoise is a random variable taken from the uniform distribution θnoise∼ unif(−50o,50o).
This ensures that MiRo generally keeps moving in its current direction, but is capable of
changing slightly to the left or right, though by no more than 50o.
To convert this into the form of action cell values, each action cell is computed as a
function of its angular distance from θrandom_walk, in a similar manner to how the place cell
activities were computed as the Cartesian distance of MiRo from the place cell centres,
yrandom_walki = y
max
i exp
[
−(θrandom_walk−θi)
2
2θ 2d
]
(5.9)
where ymaxi determines the maximum value for yi, in this case 1, and θd determines the
distribution width. Applying Equation 5.4 on the resultant action cell values will return the
value of θrandom_walk.
Choosing Between the Place Cell Proposal or Correlated Random Walk Module
In order to select whether the final action cell values should be computed using the place
cell inputs or the correlated random walk module, the magnitude of the population vector
of place cell inputs is first computed. Using Equation 5.6, the proposed action cell values
from the place cell network is found, after which their population vector’s magnitude is
determined from Equation 5.5. If this magnitude is greater than 1, the final action cell values
are computed according to Equation 5.7, otherwise they are computed using the correlated
random walk module. To state this more formally, let the magnitude of the place cell network
proposal be (using Equation 5.5),
MPC_proposal =
√√√√(
∑
i
ỹi sinθi
)2
+
(
∑
i
ỹi cosθi
)2
(5.10)
then the final action cell values are computed as,
yi =
yPCi if MPC_proposal ≥ 1yrandom_walki otherwise (5.11)
using Equations 5.7 and 5.9 to determine yPCi and y
random_walk
i , respectively.
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Computing Action Cells During Reverse Replays
The computation for yi in Equation (5.11) is suitable for the exploration stage, but requires
a minor modification in order for the action cells to properly replay during reverse replay
events. Thus far, yi is computed either by taking the network’s output as determined by the
place cell inputs or, if this output is weak, by using a correlated random walk module. In
order for the yi term to compute properly in the reverse replay case then, we add a third
method for computing yi,
yreplayi =
1
1+ exp
[
−c1 ∑100j=1
(
wPC-ACi j +0.1
eri j
|eri j|
)
x j− c2
] (5.12)
which is the same computation as Equation (5.6), with the only difference being that the
place cell to action cell weights have added to them the eligibility trace at the time of reward
retrieval for that synapse, normalised and multiplied by a value of 0.1 (i.e. the 0.1
eri j
|eri j|
term).
The term eri j represents the value of ei j at the moment of reward retrieval.
As will be shown below in the weight update rule, there is an important term, (yi− ỹi),
that takes the difference between the actual action cell values and the place cell proposed
action cell values. Therefore, for cases in which ei j > 0 at the moment of reward retrieval (so
that eri j > 0), the term (yi− ỹi) becomes greater than 0, whereas the opposite is of course true
in the case in which ei j < 0 at reward retrieval. If ei j = 0, then (yi− ỹi) also equals 0 and
there is no change to the eligibility trace. In this way then, the action cell values, yi, replay
the appropriate history during a reverse replay event, so that the eligibility trace can update
appropriately given MiRo’s recent experience.
5.2.4 Place Cell to Action Cell Synaptic Plasticity
The weights connecting the place cells to the action cells, W PC-AC, determine how, given the
place cell activities x, the action cells, y, respond. The goal of the network then is to learn a
set of weights that, through modulating the action cell outputs, minimises the time MiRo
takes to reach the hidden goal location. To do this, a learning rule of the following form is
used,
dwPC-ACi j
dt
= R
η
σ2
ei j (5.13)
where R is a reward signal and is a scalar value, η is a learning rate, and σ is the standard
deviation as per Equation 5.7. Again, wPC-ACi j represents the weight projecting from place
cell j onto action cell i. The term ei j is an eligibility trace, and is a time decaying function of
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the place cell and action cell values, determined by,
dei j
dt
=−
ei j
τe
+(yi− ỹi)(1− ỹi) ỹix j (5.14)
Notice that these two sets of equations are in the form of a three-factor learning rule as
proposed in Equation (5.2). It is simple to intuit how this learning rule behaves. Firstly, in
Equation (5.13), learning only occurs for cases in which the reward signal, R, is nonzero, and
when the eligibility trace, ei j, is also nonzero. In the eligibility trace of (5.14), there are 4
terms that influence its state. The two terms at the end, ỹi and x j, ensures that changes in
the eligibility trace (and therefore in learning) only occurs for instances in which both the
pre- and post-synaptic neurons are co-active – this establishes correlation in the learning
rule, following the standard Hebbian protocol for learning (Hebb, 1949). (1− ỹi) acts as a
saturating term, so that as ỹi approaches 1 (its max value) the eligibility trace is prevented
from increasing. Finally, (yi− ỹi) is important in determining how close the network’s output
proposal, ỹi, was from the chosen action cell value, yi. For instance, if the chosen action cell
value of yi led to a reward, but the proposal by the network was small, such that (yi− ỹi)> 0,
the learning rule would behave in a way to increase the weights so that ỹi is closer to the
rewarded action yi. Conversely, for the case in which (yi− ỹi) < 0, this suggests that the
action yi did not lead to the reward, instead it being another action that was responsible.
Hence in this instance, the weights that led to a high value for ỹi should be appropriately
reduced in order to account for their lower responsibility in leading to the reward.
Having provided the intuition behind the learning rule, a formal derivation of how this
learning rule was arrived at is given next.
Derivation of the Learning Rule
The following derivation follows the same lines of reasoning as in Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al.
(2009). The primary difference is that whilst they performed their derivation on spiking
neurons, this one is performed on continuous valued neurons.
The derivation follows a policy gradient method (Sutton and Barto, 2018), where the
performance measure is taken to be the average accumulated reward. The expectation for the
rewards earned from time t = 0 to t = T (which is taken to be the time for a single trial) for a
given sequence of place cell activities and action cell activities can be computed according
to,
⟨RT ⟩=
∫
dxT dyT R(xT ,yT )Pw (xT ,yT ) (5.15)
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where xT = (x0,x1,x2, ...,xT ) and yT = (y0,y1,y2, ...,yT ) are the sequence of place cell and
action cell activities up to time T , respectively. R(xT ,yT ) is therefore the total amount of
reward earned in relation to a given sequence of place cell and action cell activities, with
Pw (xT ,yT ) being the probability that for a given set of place cell to action cell weights, w,
the sequence of place cell and action cell activities arise. The task is then to take the partial
derivative of this with respect to a particular weight, and update the weight proportionally to
this,
dwab
dt
= η
∂ ⟨RT ⟩
∂wab
(5.16)
Rewriting the partial derivative above using the definition in (5.15) gives,
∂ ⟨RT ⟩
∂wab
=
∫
dxT dyT R(xT ,yT )
∂Pw (xT ,yT )
∂wab
(5.17)
from which the partial derivative on the right hand side is what we aim to derive in the
following. Now the probability, Pw (xT ,yT ), can be re-written as (decomposition of the
probability given in Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al., 2009),
Pw (xT ,yT ) = ∏
j
g j (xT ,yT )∏
i
hi (xT ,yT ) (5.18)
where g j is the single neuron probability of a place cell with index j taking on a particular
rate value, and is determined by the activity of the other place and action cell activities. This
is implicit, since place cell activities determine action cell activities, which generates actions
which in turn affects place cell activities. Likewise, hi is the single neuron probability of an
action cell with index i taking on a particular rate. This is more explicit since the place cell
activities determine the values of the action cells through their connection matrix.
Recall from Equation (5.7) that the probability distribution for the action cells is Gaussian
centred on the output of the place cell to action cell network. Taking hi to be a Gaussian
distribution then, with a mean centred on the action cell outputs and a variance σ2,
hi (xT ,yT ) =
1
σ
√
2π
exp
(
−(yi− ỹi)
2
2σ2
)
(5.19)
where ỹi is a sigmoidal function of the incoming weighted place cells, ỹi = fs
(
∑ j wi jx j
)
,
as per Equation (5.6). With this in mind, for the single weight, wab, multiplying the partial
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derivative of the probability distribution above by ha(x,y)ha(x,y) gives,
∂Pw (xT ,yT )
∂wab
=
∂
∂wab
[
Pw (xT ,yT )
ha (xT ,yT )
ha (xT ,yT )
]
=
Pw (xT ,yT )
ha (xT ,yT )
∂ha (xT ,yT )
∂wab
(5.20)
The second equality arises due to Pw(xT ,yT )ha(x,y) being no longer dependent on the weight wab,
as it is divided out of the product in (5.18). In fact, it is no longer dependent on any of the
weights in the weight vector wb that projects onto action cell a. Using the definition that,
∂ lnha (xT ,yT )
∂ha (xT ,yT )
=
1
ha (xT ,yT )
(5.21)
and substituting this into (5.20) gives,
∂Pw (xT ,yT )
∂wab
= Pw (xT ,yT )
∂ lnha (xT ,yT )
∂ha (xT ,yT )
∂ha (xT ,yT )
∂wab
= Pw (xT ,yT )
∂ lnha (xT ,yT )
∂wab
= Pw (xT ,yT )
(ya− ỹa)
σ2
∂ ỹa
∂wab
= Pw (xT ,yT )
(ya− ỹa)
σ2
(1− ȳa) ỹaxb
(5.22)
The third equality is the result of performing the differentiation, via the chain rule, of
∂ lnha(xT ,yT )
∂wab
using the definition for ha (xT ,yT ) in Equation (5.19). The last equality arises
by performing the differentiation of ∂ ỹa
∂wab
using the sigmoidal activation function definition
for ỹa from Equation (5.6), with the constant (c1) later being absorbed into the learning rate,
hence left out here. Substituting back into (5.17) provides the final expression,
∂ ⟨RT ⟩
∂wab
=
∫
dxT dyT R(xT ,yT )Pw (xT ,yT )
(ya− ỹa)
σ2
(1− ȳa) ỹaxb (5.23)
To approximate this then, one could take an average of
R(xT ,yT )
(ya− ỹa)
σ2
(1− ȳa) ỹaxb (5.24)
over a number of trials and use this to update the synaptic weight after enough trials have
occurred, in order to accurately average. However, the biologically plausible update method
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would be to update “online” instead (omitting the (xT ,yT ) dependencies for simplification),
dwab
dt
= ηR
(ya− ỹa)
σ2
(1− ȳa) ỹaxb (5.25)
One last modification is needed to include an eligibility trace as shown in Equations (5.13)
and (5.14). To do so, one can absorb an exponential kernel into the learning rate in order to
effectively capture the decaying time dynamics that result from the decaying effects of the
eligibility trace (see Methods in Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al., 2009).
It is worth noting here that the computation for ỹi can be replaced with any other function,
but that the (yi− ỹi)/σ2 will always remain, due to the Gaussian probability distribution
assumption of Equation (5.19). For instance, if one replaces the computation for ỹi with
a simple summation such as ỹi = ∑ j wPC-ACi j x j, then the final learning rule will instead be
(using the indices i j rather than ab),
dwi j
dt
= ηR
(yi− ỹi)
σ2
x j (5.26)
For the reasons discussed above, the (yi− ỹi) plays an important role in the learning rule, and
as seen remains regardless of the choice for the output function of ỹi. But it is perhaps more
interesting to consider this difference term with regards to an action selection mechanism in
the basal ganglia. More is discussed regarding this in Section 5.4.
5.2.5 Review of the Implementation
A description of the full implementation process is provided here, with an overview of the
algorithmic implementation presented in the Algorithmic Implementation box below. This is
the procedure taken for a single experiment, which usually consists of 20 trials.
Initialisation – At the start of a new experiment, the weights that connect the place cells
to the action cells are randomised and then normalised. All the variables for the place cells
are set to their steady state conditions for when no place specific inputs are present, and the
action cells are all set to zero. MiRo is then placed into a random location in the arena.
Taking Actions – There are three main actions MiRo can make, depending on whether
the reward it receives is positive +1 and is therefore at the goal, negative -1 such that MiRo
has reached a wall, or 0 for neither of these two cases. If the reward is 0, the action cell values,
yi, are computed from either yPCi or y
random_walk
i according to Equation (5.11), from which a
heading is computed using Equation (5.4). MiRo moves at a constant forward velocity and a
new heading is computed every 0.5s, for which it then changes course and moves in this new
heading direction. If MiRo reaches a wall, a wall avoidance procedure is used which turns
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MiRo round 180o. Finally, if MiRo reaches the goal, it pauses there for 2s, after which it
heads to a new random starting location.
Determining Reward Values – There are three reward values that MiRo can collect. If
MiRo has reached a wall, a reward of R = -1 is presented to MiRo for a period of 0.5s, which
tends to occur during MiRo’s wall avoidance procedure. If MiRo has found the goal, a reward
of R = +1 is presented to it for a period of 2s. And if neither of these conditions are true, then
MiRo receives no reward, i.e. R = 0.
Initiating Reverse Replays – Reverse replays are only inititiated when MiRo reaches the
goal location, but not for when MiRo is avoiding a wall. For the case in which reverse replays
are initiated, λ is set to 1 to allow hippocampal synaptic conductance, and the place specific
input for MiRo’s position whilst at the goal, Iplacej , is injected 1s after MiRo first reaches
the goal for a total time of 0.5s. With synaptic conductance enabled, and due to intrinsic
plasticity, this initiates reverse replay events initiating at the goal location and traveling back
through the recent trajectory in the place cell network.
Updating Network Variables – Regardless of whether MiRo is exploring, avoiding a
wall, or is at the goal and is initiating replays (or not), all the network variables, including
the weight updates, occur for every time step of the simulation. It is only when MiRo has
reached the goal, gone through the 2s of reward collection, and is making its way to a new
random starting location that all the variables are reset as in the Initialisation step above
(though excluding the randomisation of the weights). This would then begin a new trial in
the experiment.
Python Code
Full code for the model, which includes Python 2.7 code for model implementation (using
ROS Kinetic) and Python 3.5 code for plotting visualisations, can be found at https://github.
com/mattdoubleu/robotic_RL_replay.
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Algorithmic Implementation
1. Initialisation:
• MiRo is placed into a random start location.
• All place cell variables set to steady state conditions for zero place cell input.
• All action cell values set to zero.
• Weights wPC-ACi j randomised and normalised:
wPC-ACi j ←
wPC-ACi j
∑i wPC-ACi j
.
2. Determine MiRo’s movement and reward values:
• If found_goal:
◦ For 2s: R = 1; λ = 1; MiRo_movement = stalled.
◦ If this experiment includes replays: initiate reverse replay event after 1s;
yi = y
replay
i during replay.
◦ After 2s: λ = 0; MiRo_movement = move_to_random_location.
• Else If detected_wall:
◦ For 0.5s: R = -1.
◦ MiRo_movement = wall_avoidance_procedure.
• Else:
◦ R = 0.
◦ If 0.5s has passed since last action:
˘ If MPC_proposal > 1: yi = yPCi ∀ i
˘ Else: yi = yrandom_walki ∀ i.
˘ Compute θtarget from yi and set MiRo_movement to move towards this
heading with constant forward velocity.
3. Update network variables:
• Update place cells based on MiRo’s position in the environment.
• Compute action cell outputs.
• Update eligibility trace: dei jdt =−
ei j
τe
+(yi− ỹi)(1− ỹi) ỹix j ∀i, j.
• Update weights and then normalise:
dwPC-ACi j
dt = R
η
σ2
ei j ∀i, j.
4. Return to Step 2 and repeat.
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5.2.6 A Post-Synapse Only Eligibility Trace
The learning rule and eligibility trace of Equations (5.13) and (5.14) follow from the deriva-
tion above and in Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al. (2009), with the eligibility trace in particular
capturing the co-dependencies of the pre- and post-synaptic activities. But this does not
necessarily afford the ability to learn “shortcuts” to rewards, for instance as in the model by
Molter, Sato, and Yamaguchi (2007).
It may be possible, however, to create a shortcut mechanism for the open arena envi-
ronment by taking an average over the previously selected actions up to the moment of
receiving a reward. To achieve this, the eligibility trace is altered so that it is dependent only
on the difference between the chosen action selection, yi, and the network’s proposed action
selection, ỹi,
dei
dt
=− ei
τe
+(yi− ỹi) (5.27)
with the weight update rule now being modified to,
dwPC-ACi j
dt
= R
η
σ2
(1− ỹi) ỹix jei (5.28)
Notice now that the eligibility trace in (5.27) is dependent only on the action cells,
although learning will still only occur for instances in which place cells activate when at the
reward point, as seen in Equation (5.28). This has the effect that only “reactive” learning,
or learning of the most immediate stimulus response, can occur when there are no reverse
replays. This is as a result of only those place cells whose place fields occupy the space in
which MiRo is positioned, i.e. at the reward, firing during reward retrieval. Replays of the
previous trajectory are therefore the only means through which learning can occur over the
trajectory history.
The role of τe in Equation (5.27) plays a slightly different role in this instance. Rather
than storing the history of pre- and post-syanptic co-activities, or state-action pairs, as is
the case in Equation (5.14), here it determines how much weight to apportion to actions
that were selected further back in time regardless of states. For instance, small values of τe
results in eligibility traces storing only the most recent actions, whereas large values for τe
take into consideration actions further back in time, alongside those actions that were taken
most recently. The result this has on learning is that each place cell, when activated during
a reverse replay event, learns for all the previous actions, and this results in learning of the
“average action” across the preceding trajectory.
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5.3 Experimental Results
The network is run on a simulated MiRo robot in an open arena and tested using a Morris-
water maze like test paradigm (Morris, Garrud, et al., 1982). The arena is circular with a
diameter of 2m, and within it MiRo traverses the arena at a constant velocity of 0.2m/s,
changing only its heading. At the start of a trial, MiRo is placed into a random position in
the arena and its objective is to find a hidden goal location within the shortest time possible.
Once MiRo has found the goal location, it pauses there for 2s whilst a reward signal of value
1 is presented to it. If MiRo comes close to hitting a wall, MiRo detects the wall using its
sonar sensor and turns around towards the centre of the arena, whilst a reward of -1 is sent to
it for a period of 0.5s. All weights connecting the place cells to the action cells are initialised
randomly at the beginning of an experiment and are normalised so that the total sum of the
weights projecting from a single place cell equals 1,
wPC-ACi j ←
wPC-ACi j
∑i wPC-ACi j
(5.29)
The weights and all the other network variables as described in the Methodology are updated
every 10ms using a discretised form of the differential equations (discretised via the Euler
method with the 10ms time step, see also Section 3.2.1). After updating the weights according
to Equation (5.13) they are re-normalised using Equation (5.29) at each time step. All
parameters in the model are kept constant across all experiments and trials, except for the
learning rate (η) and eligibility trace time constant (τe) in Equations (5.13) and (5.14), which
are modified in order to examine performance. All parameter values are summarised in Table
5.1, with values for η and τe specified appropriately in the results.
This results section is divided into three subsections. Presented first are the results for
when running the model without reverse replays, with the aim of showing that the network
and the learning rule perform as expected. Following this, the model is then run with reverse
replays, with these results being compared to the non-replay case. All model parameters
and the learning rule are kept equal between the two cases for fair comparisons. Finally,
an heuristic learning rule is tested in which the eligibility trace is updated using only post-
synaptic activity. In this scenario, we are testing whether reverse replays are capable of
effective learning despite causality – that is, co-activity between pre- and post-synaptic
activity during exploration – being removed, such that an average over previous actions is
instead learned.
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Parameter Value
c1 0.1
c2 20
σ 0.1
θd 10
τe See text
η See text
Table 5.1 Model parameter values used in the reinforcement learning experiments.
5.3.1 Testing the Learning Rule Without Reverse Replays
The learning rule as derived in Section 5.2.4 is given as,
dwPC-ACi j
dt
= R
η
σ2
ei j (5.30)
dei j
dt
=−
ei j
τe
+(yi− ỹi)(1− ỹi) ỹix j (5.31)
To confirm that this derived learning rule performs as expected, the network is first run
without reverse replays. Figure 5.2A shows the results for the time taken to reach the hidden
goal as a function of trial number, averaged across 40 independent experiments. The time
to reach the goal approaches the asymptotic performance at around 5 trials. Note that,
despite the larger variance towards the final two trials, given the small experimental size (40
independent experiments) there is no statistically significant difference between performance
in trial 20 and performance in trial 10. (N = 40; z =−1.526; p-value = 0.126 in Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test.)
Figure 5.2B displays the population weight vector for the weights projecting from the
place cells to the action cells. The weight population vector for a single place cell is computed
as,
(wxj,w
y
j) =
(
72
∑
i=1
wPC-ACi j cosθi ,
72
∑
i=1
wPC-ACi j sinθi
)
(5.32)
where (wxj,w
y
j) represents the x and y components for the weight population vector of the j
th
place cell, wPC-ACi j is the value of the weight from place cell j onto action cell i, and θi is the
heading direction that action cell i codes for. The magnitude of the population weight vector
can then be computed as,
Mw j =
√(
wxj
)2
+
(
wyj
)2
(5.33)
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Fig. 5.2 Results for the non-replay case in order to test that the derived learning rule performs
well. Parameters used were η = 0.01 and τe = 1s. A) Plot showing the average time to reach
goal (red line) and standard deviations (shaded area) over 20 trials. Averages and standard
deviations are computed from 20 independent experiments. B) Weight population vectors
at the start of trial 1 versus at the end of trial 20 in an example experiment. All vectors are
normalised, thus magnitudes for the vectors are represented as a shade of colour; the darker
the shade, the larger the magnitude. Red dots indicate the goal location.
Weight population vectors whose directions are aimed towards the goal have the effect of
producing actions that move MiRo in the direction of the goal.
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5.3.2 Effect of Reverse Replays on Performance
Using first the same learning rate and eligibility trace time constant as in the non-replay case
above, the performance average shows not to have any significant difference (p > 0.05 across
18 trials and p > 0.01 across 19 trials in a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test; see Appendix A.2
for all experimental results). Average time to reach goal over the last 10 trials is 6.21s in
the non-replay case and 6.92s in the replay case (data not shown, see Appendix A.2). This
suggests replays are at least as good when compared to the best case non-replay. Results
on performance of varying the learning rate and eligibility trace time constant are presented
next.
Reducing the Eligibility Trace Time Constant
Given the standard, non-replay model requires the recent history to be stored in the eligibility
trace, it follows that having too small an eligibility trace time constant might negatively
impact the performance of the model. Reverse replays however may have the potential to
compensate for this, since the recent history is also stored, and then replayed, in the place
cell network. Figure 5.3 shows the effects on performance of significantly reducing the
eligibility trace time constant (to τ= 0.04s). Both cases, with and without reverse replays,
are compared. If the learning rate is too small (η = 0.01) then for neither case is there any
learning. But as the learning rate is increased, having reverse replays shows to significantly
improve performance. Similar but less significant results are found for a learning rate of
τe = 0.2s (see Appendix A.2).
To explore why replays perform significantly better at small eligibility trace time con-
stants, Figure 5.4 displays example plots of the eligibility trace population vectors at reward
retrieval. Population vectors for the eligibility traces are computed according to Equations
5.32 and 5.33, but replacing the weights (wPC-ACi j ) with the eligibility traces (ei j). At the first
point of reward retrieval (tr = 0s), the eligibility traces with and without reverse replays
are the same. However, 1.5s after reward retrieval, or 0.5s after replay initiation, whereas
the non-replay eligibility trace has decayed to near zero for all weights, the replay case has
re-activated the eligibility trace. This reactivation therefore boosts learning speed.
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Fig. 5.3 Comparing the effects of a small eligibility trace time constant with and without
reverse replays. τe = 0.04s across all figures. Thick lines are averages across 40 independent
experiments, with shaded areas representing one standard deviation. The moving averages,
averaged across 3 trials, are plotted here for smoothness.
Effects of Small Learning Rate on Performance
Since reverse replays offer additional opportunities for learning during the reward retrieval
stage, it may follow that reverse replays improve performance for instances where the learning
rate is small. Figure 5.5 shows results for when the learning rate is small (η = 0.001). Perhaps
the only significant result is for τe = 1s, where average performance and variance with replays
is marginally better than without replays (p− value < 0.05 in 5 trials in a Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank Test). Importantly though, reverse replays only ever perform equally well or better
than the case with no replays. Results are similar for various other small learning rates (see
Appendix A.2).
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Fig. 5.4 Comparison of the eligibility trace at tr = 0s, tr = 1.2s and tr = 1.4s, where tr
represents the time after reward retrieval. Top figure shows the straight line path MiRo took
towards the goal. Bottom plots show the population vector plots for the eligibility traces with
reverse replays (left) and without reverse replays (right). Parameters used are η = 0.1 and
τe = 0.04s.
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Fig. 5.5 Comparison of performance for when the learning rate is small. Here η = 0.001
across all figures. Solid lines represent the trial averages taken across 40 independent
experiments, whilst shaded areas denote one standard deviation.
Comparison of Best Cases
Figure 5.6 compares the results for the best cases with and without reverse replays. There
is no statistical significance across all trials, despite the apparently large deviations in the
final few trials of the non-replay case (p− value > 0.05 for all 20 trials in a Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank Test). What is most striking is the difference in parameters for the best cases.
With reverse replays the parameters are τe = 0.04s, η = 1, whereas without reverse replays
they are τe = 1s, η = 0.01. More is discussed regarding this in Section 5.4.
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Fig. 5.6 Comparing the best cases with and without reverse replays. With reverse replays
the parameters are τe = 0.04s, η = 1. Without reverse replays the parameters are τe = 1s,
η = 0.01.
Performance Across Parameter Space
It is perhaps worth comparing performance across various parameters of τe and η . Figure 5.7
displays the average performance over the last 10 trials, comparing again with replays versus
without replays. There are perhaps two noticeable observations to make here. Firstly, when
the eligibility trace time constant is small, employing reverse replays shows considerable
improvements in performance over the non-replay case across the various values of learning
rates. Learning still exists in the non-replay case, however, it is noticeably diminished
compared with the replay case. Secondly, although this marked improvement in performance
vanishes for larger eligibility trace time constants, reverse replays do not at the very least
hinder performance.
5.3.3 Preliminary Results for the Modified Learning Rule
Preliminary results show that the modified learning rule, which removes the eligibility trace
from the synapses and onto the action cells, has the potential to learn shortcut trajectories
towards the goal (Figure 5.8). For comparison, the weight population vectors after reward
retrieval for a curved path are shown in the standard replay case and the non-replay case. No-
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Fig. 5.7 Comparing average performance across a range of values for τe and η . Bars show
the average time taken to reach the goal, averaged over the last 10 trials, with error bars
showing one standard deviation.
tice that the primary difference between the standard replay and non-replay is the magnitude
of the final weight vectors, in which replay has greater weight magnitudes.
Two results for the modified learning rule are shown, each using different eligibility trace
time constants. In the first, the same time constant as in the standard replay and non-replay
cases is used (τe = 1s), whilst in the second a larger time constant is used (τe = 10s). Since
the modified learning rule takes a “weighted” average in updating the weights, the smaller
the time constant the more weight is placed on the most recent actions. This is clear when
comparing the weight population vectors for τe = 1s and τe = 10s, where in the first instance
the most recent actions (north-west heading, Figure 5.8C) has more weight, whereas in the
second there appears to be more equal weighting placed on all actions across the trajectory
(north heading, Figure 5.8D).
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Fig. 5.8 Population weight vectors after reward retrieval in the non-replay, replay, and
modified learning rule cases. Top figure shows the path taken by MiRo, where S represents
the starting location and G the goal location. Top plots show weight population vectors for
the non-replay case (A) and standard replay case (B) with τe = 1s; η = 0.1. Bottom plots
show weight population vectors for the modified learning rule with τe = 1s; η = 0.1 (C) and
τe = 10s; η = 0.01 (D).
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Fig. 5.9 Performance results for the modified learning rule using a post-synapse only eligibil-
ity trace time constant. Parameters used here are τe = 5s and η = 0.001.
The full results of performance for the modified learning rule using parameters τe = 5s
and η = 0.001 is shown in Figure 5.9. Notice that learning is still achievable despite the
causality of pre- and post-synaptic activities being removed from the eligibility trace.
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5.4 Discussing the Model and Results
Hippocampal reverse replay has long been implicated in reinforcement learning (Foster and
Wilson, 2006), but how the dynamics of hippocampal replay produce behavioural changes,
and why hippocampal replay could be important in learning, are still ongoing questions. By
embodying first a hippocampal-striatal inspired model (Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al., 2009) into a
simulated MiRo robot, and then augmenting it with a model of hippocampal replay (Whelan,
Prescott, and Vasilaki, in press), we have been able to examine the link between hippocampal
replay and behavioural changes in a spatial navigation task.
In the three-factor, synaptic eligibility trace hypothesis, the time constants for the traces
have been argued to be on the order of a few seconds, necessary for learning over behavioural
time scales (Gerstner et al., 2018). However, results here indicate that the reinstatement of
synaptic eligibility traces during reverse replays suggests it is not necessary for synaptic
eligibility trace time constants to be on the order of seconds – a few milliseconds is sufficient.
Yet the synaptic eligibility trace is still required here for storing the history; it just does not
matter how much of the eligibility trace is stored – it is only important that enough is stored
for effective reinstatement during a reverse replay. It has also been argued that neuronal, as
opposed to synaptic, eligibility traces could be sufficient for storing a memory trace, as in the
two-compartmental neuron model of (Brea et al., 2016). Intrinsic plasticity in this model
is not unlike a neuronal eligibility trace, storing the memory trace within the place cells for
reinstatement at the end of a rewarding episode.
Whilst it could be the case that reverse replays speed up learning by allowing for addi-
tional learning time, the results shown here provide some, but not strong, support for this.
Experimental evidence does show however that disruption of hippocampal ripples during
awake states, when reverse replays occur, does disrupt but not completely diminish spatial
learning in rats (Jadhav et al., 2012). Whilst the longer eligibility trace time constants in
this model (τe = 1s,5s) do not show diminished performance without reverse replays, the
smaller time constants (τe = 0.04s,0.2s) do. Hence, these results support the view that
reverse replays enhance, rather than provide entirely, the mechanism for learning. Beyond
reverse replays however, forward replays have been known to occur on multiple occasions
for up to 10 hours post-exploration (Giri et al., 2019), which could be more important for
memory consolidation than awake reverse replays (Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and
Wilson, 2010).
In the case of the best versus best case comparison (Figure 5.6), it is clear why a
sufficiently large, but not too large, eligibility trace time constant for the non-replay case
gives best performance – it must store a suitable amount of the trajectory history for learning.
If the eligibility trace time constant were too small, it would not store enough of the history,
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whereas too large and it stores unnecessary trajectories that go too far back in time. It is
interesting however to see that replays perform better with smaller eligibility trace time
constants. One possible reason for this, as shown in Figures 5.8A and 5.8B, is that reverse
replays increase the magnitude of weight changes. Again, if the time constant were too large,
the increased learning of reverse replays would learn unnecessary trajectories going too far
back in time. This can be seen through looking at Figures 5.8A and 5.8B, and noticing that
learning reduces near the start of the trajectory in the non-replay case, but is strong in the
replay case. Having a small eligibility trace time constant can therefore reduce this effect.
In the modified learning rule, whilst the preliminary results show a possible mechanism
for learning shortcut routes, its overall performance appears slightly worse than the original
learning rule. One explanation for this worse performance is that at the goal location, place
cells would activate during reverse replay events despite them not taking part in the recent
behavioural trajectory; notably place cells that were just in front of MiRo’s position. Since
the modified learning rule no longer associates behavioural causalities between place and
action cells, these place cells would then learn the incorrect actions. It is interesting to
note, however, that rewards have been found to shift the location of place fields for place
cells (Tsuneyuki Kobayashi et al., 1997; Kobayashi et al., 2003). Furthermore, place cells
tend to cluster their place fields in higher densities around rewarded sites, and away from
the unrewarded sites (Hollup et al., 2001). So whilst the place fields remain static in this
model, it could be that by shifting the place fields towards the reward locations would counter
the problem of incorrect learning. It is a subtle difference, but rather than learning the
place-action association by pairing the action to the place, this association could be achieved
by pairing the place to the action; moving the place fields towards the location where the
action is an appropriate one. It is important to note, however, that these are preliminary
results, and it still requires further testing across the parameters.
5.4.1 Towards Sampling Efficiency
Reinforcement learning often requires there to be a large number of environmental inter-
actions, in order to build a model of state-transition values for instance (Sutton and Barto,
2018). Yet hippocampal replay may provide help in this sampling problem, by allowing slight
modifications of recent state-actions, or new unexplored paths entirely, to be replayed for
rewarding experiences. This would relinquish the need to physically explore all state-action
pairs. A noticeable example of this is in a model of hippocampal replay by Molter, Sato,
and Yamaguchi (2007). They demonstrated that replays can pass throughout a region of
the environment without the agent ever having traversed that portion of the environment, so
long as the correct state-transitions are encoded into the place cell network’s weights. If
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reverse replays were to replay not only the recently experienced trajectory, but also all other
trajectories leading towards the goal, this could well speed up the learning of paths towards
goal locations.
5.4.2 Hippocampal-Striatal Neuroanatomy
Recall from the review of hippocampal neuroanatomy in Chapter 2 that both the CA1 region
and the Subiculum project to the striatum. How might the model presented here align with
these known anatomical details? It is clear that the recurrency of the hippocampal network in
this model could best be described as an approximation of region CA3, which is a region
known for its strong associational connections (Ishizuka, Weber, and Amaral, 1990). And
whilst there is little evidence that CA3 itself projects to the striatum, it does so through
via region CA1 (Li et al., 1994; Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). But why might there be this
additional layer? Whilst the functional properties for the hippocampal subregions are not yet
completely known, but one hypothesis for region CA1 is that it combines the information in
CA3, which must be separated for generating proper associations, into an efficient cue for
retrieval in the neocortex (Rolls, 2010). It seems reasonable then that the efficiently coded
memory in CA1 could be associated in striatal synapses. However, the specific functional
properties of hippocampal subregions are still mostly unknown, despite there being some
speculations on this (Hasselmo, 2011; Cherubini and Miles, 2015).
5.4.3 Action Selection in the Basal Ganglia
In this model, there are two sets of competing behaviours during the exploratory stage – the
memory guided behaviour of the hippocampus and the correlated random walk behaviour –
which are heuristically selected for based on the signal strength of the hippocampal output:
If the hippocampal output does not express strongly for a particular action, the correlated
random walk behaviour is implemented instead. An interesting comparison with the basal
ganglia, and its input structure the striatum, could be made here, since these structures
have for some time been speculated to play a role in action selection (Mink, 1996; Grillner
et al., 2005; Prescott, González, et al., 2006; Redgrave, Vautrelle, et al., 2017). A basic
interpretation of this action selection mechanism is that the basal ganglia receives a variety
of candidate motor behaviours, each of which are perhaps mutually incompatible, but from
which the basal ganglia must select one (or more) of these behaviours for expressing (Gurney,
Prescott, and Redgrave, 2001a; Gurney, Prescott, and Redgrave, 2001b). Since the selection
of an action in our model is determined from the striatal action cell outputs, it appears likely
that this selection would occur within the basal ganglia.
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But perhaps more interesting is that in the synaptic learning rule presented here, the
difference between the action selected, yi, and the hippocampal output, ỹi, is used to update
synaptic strengths. One interpretation for this could be that this difference behaves as an
error signal, signalling to the hippocampal-striatal synapses how “good”, or how “close”,
their predictions were in generating behaviours that led towards rewards. But how might
this be implemented in the basal ganglia? Whilst the striatum acts as the input structure to
the basal ganglia, neuroanatomical evidence shows that the basal ganglia sub-regions loop
back on one another (Gurney, Prescott, and Redgrave, 2001a), and that in particular the
striatum sends inhibitory signals to the substantia nigra (SN), which in turn projects back
both excitatory and inhibitory signals via dopamine (D1 and D2 receptors respectively) to the
striatum (Gerfen et al., 1990; Harsing Jr and Zigmond, 1997). There is therefore a potential
mechanism for appropriate feedback to the hippocampal-striatal synapses in order to provide
this error signalling, and an exploration of this error signal hypothesis could be a potentially
interesting research endeavour.
5.4.4 Limitations of the Experiment
The experiments run here showed that the model, both with and without replays, is effective
in its ability to learn appropriate actions that lead to the reward. However, testing has been
restricted to the open arena and for a single reward location. It has not been tested for more
complex environments where there might be obstacles or walls for instance, nor for cases
in which the reward location might change. The model in its current form may be effective
in the first case, but only for the standard learning rule, since causality between place and
action would allow exact paths to be learned. This is true both for the non-replay and replay
case. The modified learning rule however would likely fail for more complex environments,
since it partially abandons direct causality in favour of average causality. That is, it takes an
average over the recently chosen actions and uses that to learn the place-action associations.
It is clear then that this form of place-action association would not account for the direct
place-action associations needed to learn obstacle avoidance.
For cases in which the reward location might change, it may be possible to adopt the
action selection mechanism described above. For example, if MiRo has not found the reward
after a certain period of searching, a new behaviour overrides the memory-guided behaviour
of the hippocampus – a random walk perhaps, or some other less random behaviour. The
learning rule, via its error signal, could then update the hippocampal-striatal synaptic weights
if or when MiRo finds the reward in a new location.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Whilst the literature on hippocampal reverse replay has speculated that it plays an important
role in biological reinforcement learning, further experimental support is still required. Yet
robots offer a unique testing opportunity for computational models, as they allow the real-
isation of those models for generating real-world behaviours. The work presented in this
thesis has therefore asked whether, if a computational model of hippocampal reverse replay
were to be embodied in a simulated robot, hippocampal reverse replays contribute to the
reinforcement learning process. Specifically, this work has looked to test whether hippocam-
pal reverse replays can improve learning in a classic reinforcement learning paradigm – the
Morris water maze task.
The thesis began by first reviewing what is known regarding hippocampal neuroanatomy,
showing that an important projection exists from the hippocampus to the striatum. Equally
important is the finding that the CA3 region of the hippocampus shows significant recurrent
connectivity. A hippocampal network based on this recurrent structure was then developed
and embodied on a simulated version of the MiRo robot. Each of the cells in the hippocampal
network represents place cells, encoding for specific regions of an environment and bidirec-
tionally connected such that the connectivity represents a map of the environment. Via an
implementation of short-term plasticity and intrinsic plasticity, this network was capable of
reproducing fast reverse replays of the most recent spatiotemporal trajectories. With a model
of hippocampal reverse replay at the ready, the next and final step was to couple it with a
hippocampal-striatal model for testing in a reinforcement learning task, such that the striatal
component comprised an ensemble of action cells.
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6.1 Contributions of the Thesis
There are three contributions made in this thesis. The first is the minor addition to the
literature review on hippocampal neuroanatomy (Chapter 2). That literature review was
largely a condensed version of that given by Amaral and Lavenex (2007), but with one
important and necessary extension: a discussion on the existence of projections from the
hippocampus to the striatum. The model developed in Chapter 5 used this to assume
projections from the hippocampal network to a striatal network.
The second is in the embodiment of a hippocampal reverse replay model in a simulated
robot. Previous modelling attempts had not proven their applicability in real-time, robotics
settings. Chapter 4 developed the first such model that performs in real-time for producing
reverse replays of place cell activities. Robotic embodiment requires some necessary alter-
ations to existing models of hippocampal reverse replay. Due to this, two very recent models
of hippocampal reverse replay have been consolidated, showing the potentiality for both of
their hypotheses in combination to be plausible.
The final, and most significant, contribution is in applying the reverse replay model
for a robotic reinforcement learning task. Chapter 5 showed that when reverse replays are
employed in a hippocampal-striatal network model, learning speed and robustness can be
improved. This adds support to the hypothesis that hippocampal reverse replays are an
important component in biological reinforcement learning, which is the primary motivation
behind the work in this thesis.
6.2 Insights for Neuroscience and Robotics
How the biological nervous system generates the ability to control the body is a research
problem for the neurosciences, and a more mathematically rigorous approach to hypothesising
about the function of the nervous system is through computational modelling. By embodying
a computational model of the brain in a robot, one can test that model in the real-world, and
check whether it produces the hypothesised behaviour. But equally in the field of robotics,
creating control systems for robotic bodies poses the same problems that the biological
nervous system has seemingly solved. The embodiment of computational neuroscience
models could therefore offer insights to both the neuroscience and robotics fields.
The study presented in this thesis has gone some way to support a current hypothesis
made in the neuroscience literature: That hippocampal reverse replays support biological
reinforcement learning. By augmenting a network model used for reinforcement learning
with hippocampal reverse replays, the work developed here showed that hippocampal reverse
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replays enhance the reinforcement learning process in a simulated Morris water maze task.
This existence proof of hippocampal reverse replay adds further support to the hypothesis
stated above.
An additional hypothesis for biological reinforcement learning is that synaptic eligibility
traces, combined with three-factor learning rules, might be necessary for learning over
behavioural timescales (Vasilaki, Frémaux, et al., 2009; Gerstner et al., 2018). The time
constants in these synaptic eligibility traces must be in the range of a few seconds, in order to
capture the necessary behavioural history. The results here, however, have shown that it is not
necessary to have large time constants when reverse replays are employed. Rather, reverse
replays reinstate the behavioural history, by replaying both the place cells and the action
cells, during which time synapses can undergo modifications according to the three-factor
learning rule. Although, even with very small eligibility trace time constants, the model
without reverse replays was still capable of learning to some extent, but it was markedly
worse in performance than when reverse replays were employed. These results are similar
to experimental findings, showing that disruption of awake hippocampal replay events (in
the form of sharp-wave ripples) diminishes but does not eliminate goal-directed learning.
This suggests that hippocampal reverse replays may enhance, rather than provide entirely,
the necessary mechanism for learning over behavioural timescales, and that there is still a
role for synaptic eligibility traces in learning.
There are particular challenges in reinforcement learning from a computer science
perspective too, that this work could help advance. Whilst replaying states and actions
is not new in reinforcement learning, doing so with continuous states and actions is. Yet
having continuous states/actions is critical for robotic applications of reinforcement learning.
The network model developed here then offers a method for replaying states/actions using
neural and synaptic traces, which provides a method for replaying states/actions that are
continuous. Whilst the main goal of this thesis was to help answer the neuroscience question
on the role of hippocampal reverse replay, there is therefore some useful insights for robotic
reinforcement learning.
However, this work has also presented new questions and research problems, which
leaves open space for future work. We now turn to this in the next and final section of this
thesis.
6.3 Scope for Future Research
In order to generate cell activity that was place specific in this model, the global x-y coordi-
nates for the robot had to be used. But this is a biologically unrealistic property of place cell
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emergence. Questions remain therefore around how other models of the hippocampus, ones
attempting to understand the emergence of place cells, grid cells, head direction cells, etc.
(Sheynikhovich et al., 2009; Jauffret, Cuperlier, and Gaussier, 2015), could be consolidated
with hippocampal replay models. Augmenting the hippocampal replay model developed
here onto other hippocampal models of spatial navigation would be necessary step towards a
more complete hippocampal model. In particular, it may be most desirable to embody these
models in the physical MiRo robot, rather than the simulated MiRo. There are a number of
challenges to overcome with this, beyond the usual engineering type difficulties. But the
most prominent challenge relates to the point made here, regarding the generation of place
cell activities. Although it could be simplified by using an external system for measuring
MiRo’s precise coordinate position, and using the same place cell computations (i.e. the
normal distributions), it would be preferable, and more complete, to generate these using
only MiRo’s own sensing system. Employing the model in the physical MiRo robot would
therefore provide more compelling evidence for the sufficiency of the model, displaying in
particular that it can integrate with other hippocampal-inspired spatial navigation network
models (see discussion from Section 3.3).
How the model performs in more complex environments, or in instances where the reward
location changes, is still an open question, but it is worth examining here. The action selection
mechanism discussed in Section 5.4.3 lends itself towards multiple types of behavioural
implementations. This offers additional advantages beyond the original model of Vasilaki,
Frémaux, et al. (2009), in which all actions were determined from the hippocampal network
only. Recall that there is, in effect, an error signal used in the learning rule, which computes
the difference between the action selected and the proposed action of the hippocampal
network. This error signal is then used to update the hippocampal network if, and only if,
the behaviour led to a non-zero reward. The hippocampal network is therefore used only for
memory-guided behaviour. Should the memory-guided behaviour fail to lead to a reward,
the action selection mechanism can select instead a new behavioural trajectory, allowing the
hippocampal network to update if a new behaviour leads to a reward. This action selection
mechanism could easily be expanded then, allowing for many different behaviours – obstacle
avoidance in complex environments, for instance. A computational model of action selection
in the basal ganglia (Gurney, Prescott, and Redgrave, 2001a; Gurney, Prescott, and Redgrave,
2001b) has previously been implemented in a robotic foraging task (Girard et al., 2003),
which demonstrated six different behaviours in the action selection mechanism. However,
the model did not include memory guided behaviours, and it could be interesting to extend it
with the hippocampal model developed here for incorporating memory guided behaviours.
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Finally, there is, of course, more to hippocampal replays than the reverse kind. Evidence
suggests that forward replays, both during awake and sleep states, have perhaps a more
important role in mnemonic functions (Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson,
2010). And forward replays have potentially a role in planning too (Ólafsdóttir, Bush, and
Barry, 2018). It is not immediately clear how the model of replay presented here could
support forward replays, particularly in the case where the replays occur some time after
exploration. However, the results of the hippocampal replay model when intrinsic excitability
is removed (Section 4.2.3) may provide a clue towards implementations. Those results
showed that, since the environmental map is encoded in the network connectivity, replays
propagated throughout all possible paths in the environment from the goal location. To initiate
forward replays, therefore, one would need the trajectory encoded into the connectivity, and a
cue (at the start location) for initiating the replay. Indeed, most other models of hippocampal
replay (see Molter, Sato, and Yamaguchi, 2007; Haga and Fukai, 2018 for instance) store
trajectory sequences in the connectivity. This leads therefore to the question of how the
neural maps are generated, for which algorithms informally termed Neural-SLAM attempt
to solve (see for instance Milford, Wyeth, and Prasser, 2004 for an example Neural-SLAM
algorithm). Embedding hippocampal replay into these Neural-SLAM models could help
better understand how replay could operate in both the forward and reverse directions, whilst
the Neural-SLAM models could benefit from the enhanced learning capabilities of replays.
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Appendices
A.1 Effects of Inhibition on Reverse Replays
To show that removing the inhibitory term in the equation for place cell dynamics, an example
plot of a replay event is shown in Figures A.1-A.3. Notice in Figure A.3 particularly that
there is little difference on the effects of either the trajectory or the replay events in either
case.
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Fig. A.1 The example trajectory used to show there is no effect on reverse replays with or
without the inhibitory term. MiRo begins in position A, passes through position B and ends
in position C.
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Fig. A.2 Plots of the place cell rates and intrinsic plasticities as MiRo passes through the
points marked A, B and C in Figure A.1. Note that the activity in C is that of the reverse
replay event, with the arrow indicating the temporal ordering of firing of the cells.
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Fig. A.3 Line plots of the temporal ordering for the place cells that fired during the trajectory
in Figure A.1. Plot (a) gives the rates without inhibition, whilst plot (b) is with inhibition.
Left hand side plots in each is the activity during the trajectory, whilst the right hand side
plots are for during a reverse replay.
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A.2 Full Simulation Results
The experiments with and without replay in Chapter 5 were run over a wide range of values
for τe and η . Plots of the average times to reward retrieval, averaged over 40 independent
experiments, for all parameters are shown over the four figures shown here. As before, solid
lines indicate the averages whilst shaded regions show one standard deviation.
Fig. A.4 Full results for τe = 0.04s
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Fig. A.5 Full results for τe = 0.2s
Fig. A.6 Full results for τe = 1s
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Fig. A.7 Full results for τe = 5s
Fig. A.8 Full results for η = 0.001

